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SOFAER, A. D., Hearing Officer:

This proceeding was commenced on September 8, 1975 by
I

the Department of Environmental Conservation ("Department") to
enforc~ against the General Electric Company ("GE") sections
17"05011, 17-05112 and 11-05033 of the Environmental Conserration Law of the State of New York ("ECL") and of water

~"’-~"~l General prohibition a~alnst pollution
i)

6

It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or
indirectly, to throw, drain, run or otherwise
discharge into such waters organic or inorganic
matter chat shall cause or contribute to a
condition in contravention of the suandards
adopted by the department pursuant uo seculon
17-0301.

ECL 17-0511 Restrictions on discharge of sewage.
industrial waste or other was=en
The use of existing or new outlets or point sources,
which discharge sewage, indusr.rlal waste or ocher
wastes into waters of =his state is prohiblted unless
such use is in compliance with all standards, cricerla,
limitations, rules and regulations promulgated or applied
by ~he department pursuant =o this article.

o

ECL 11-0503 Pollutin~ streams prohlbiced
i)

No dyestuffs, coal tar, refuse from a gas house,
cheese factory, creamery, condenser7 or canning
factory, sawdust, shavings, tan bark, llme, acid,
oil or other deleterious or poisonous substance
shall he thrown or allowed to run into any waters,
either private or public, in quantities inJurlous~
to fish llfe, protected wildlife or waterfowl
inhabiting ~hose waters or injurious to the
propagation of fish~ protected wildlife or waterfowl Therein.
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-2quality and purity standards promulgated pursuant to ECL
17-0301. The complaint alleges that GE is polluting the
waters of the Hudson R/vet by directly and indirectly
dlscharEing a toxic substance, polychlorlnated biphenyls
("PCBs"), into the river from the Company,s facilities at
Hudson Falls and Fort Edward (ECL 17-0501, 17-0511), and
that the discharged PCBs are injurious to fishllfe of the
Hudson River {ECL II-0503.1). The Department seeks farreaching relief, including: an order that GE cease its
dlscharEe of PCBs from all point and non-point sourcesl;
that GE restore the health of the Hudson River and other
natural resources to the extent its PCB discharges have
despoiled them; and that these objectives be attained
throuEh a procedure under Department’s supervision, IncludinE a requirement that GE file a surety bond of
$2,000,000 to guarantee its compliance.
GE answers that its discharEes do not violate the ECL
and raises as an affirmative defense compliance with its
permit under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES), now a State Pollutant DischarEe Elimination
Permit (SPDES), issued originally by the U.S. Envlroranental

~t

ECL I/-0105(16) :
"Point source" means any discernible, confinedand
discrete conveyance, including bu~ not liml
any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel condu~ ted to
discrete fissure, container,
’
~, well,
rolllnE
stock,
trated animal feed~An~
....
operaclon or vessel or concanother
floating stock from which pollutants are or may be
discharged.

\
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Pro~ecuion Agency (EPA). GE argues ~ha~ no basis exlsus
for ~he impositlon of any remedy. At the same ~ime, the
Company represents ~ha~ "it is going forward voluntarily
wi~h a pro&ram ~o achieve maximum r-rea~men~ and conualnmen~." Reply Brief, p. I (Jan. 12, 1976). A~ the hearing,
i~s Manager of EnEineerlng and Producl: Development,
Dr. Michael Hodan, testified ~ha~ GE was in ~he PrOCess
of reducing i=s discharge of PCBs from a claimed daily
avaraEe of abouu two pounds, to a maximum daily amount
of one hundred Erams by the end of 1976. Tr. 1322. These
amounus are in sharp con~rasu to uhe combined daily discharEe level of uhiruy pounds from the planus au Fort
Edward and Hudson Falls described in GE’s SPDES permit.
The hearinE commenced on October 6, 1975, when peti=ions
to intervene were made by ~he New York S~aue Depar~menu of
Commerce ("Commerce,,) and the Natural Resource Defense
Council ("NRDC") in behalf of i=self and others.5 After
oral and wri~nen arEumen~, the peultlons to intervene
were granued on certain conditions, as outlined in an
opinion filed on November 19, 1975.6 The paruies enEaEed

The ouhers are the Hudson River Fishermen’s Association, Inc., the Hudson River Sloop Restoration, Inc.,
and the Federated Conserva~ionlsts of Westchester
County, Inc. In addition a suatement by the United
Eleo~rlcal Workers was made without objection from
the par~ies.
~e

The opinion and o~her papers and documents in this
litigaulon are on file with the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, Office of
the General Counsel, 50 Wolf Koad, Albany, New York.
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-4in ex~:ensive discovery, after which nine addlulonal days
of hearings were held. AI! w~nesses were available for
cross-exam~nation, and ~he parties offered direct as well
as rebuttal uestimony. A substantial record has bean
compiled, onslstlng of several ~housands of pages of
~ranscrlpt, prefiled tesc~unony, reports, su~ulles, articles
and m~scellaneous other exhlbius.
The filing of this enforcement action necessitated
findings and conclusions on whether GE has violated any or
all the s~at-utes invoked. On the other hand, it became
clear co all ~hose involved thau a hearing and Judgment
concerning the remedies tha~ should be imposed would become
necessary only if GE was found ~o have acted unlawfully.
The parTieS Therefore agreed co defer the complicated
remedial issues in this case until violations of law were
found. 7
In sun~ary, the record in ~his case overwhelmingly
demonsuraces vlola~ions of ECL 17-0501 and 17-0511, within
The applicable statutory period. PCBs are toxic substances,
capable in sufficient quantities of causing skin lesions,
destroying cells in vital body organs, adversely affecting
reproduction, and inducing cancer and death. GE has discharged PCBs in quanulties that have breached applicable

The Department objected when the Hearing Officer noted
cnac any opinion and flndings filed prior co a de~erm~nac£on of the relief to be afforded would be cencaclve and in=erim. Tr. 1949-1950. The objection was
overruled since final and appealabl
lusions will and sh ,,~A
e flndings and cononly after ~he ~ro :o_.. be filed wlun the Co~issioner
~ c,edlng is ~omplete.
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standards of water quality. The PCBs have injured fish, and
have deS~oy~d the viability of recreational fishing in
various Par~s of the Hudson River by rendering i~s fish
dangerous to consume. Fish analyses in evidence present a
grim picture in which PCB ontamluatlon reaches over I00
times the temporary tolerance level established by =he U.S.
Food and Dry Ad~"inis~ration ("FDA") in 1971.
These unlawful consequences are the product of both
corporate abuse and regulatory failure: corporaue abuse in
~har GE caused the PCBs to be discharged without exercising
sufficient precaution and concern; regulatory failure in
tha~ GE informed the resp’onsible federal and state agencies
of i~s ac~ivltles, and they too exercised insufficient
caution and concern until ~his action was instituted by New
York’s present Commissioner of Environmental Conservation.
GE is responsible for its conduct and must be compelled
to abide by the law. I= will at a minimum be ordered
drastically to limit i~s discharges, as ic claims itself
willing and able to do; ~o consider and use substitute
products wherever feasible; to take other steps that may be
appropriate to prevent intentional and non-lnten=ional
future discharges; and to rectify the effects of its prior
violations where lawfully proper, and economically and
environmentally praculcable. The public must not be made to
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pay a conEinuing price for past bureaucrat£c insufficiency.
Buu nei=her should the legislat~re and public be deceived by
=his focus on GE’s activities Into ass~ning the= gov~r,~ent
has ocherwlse dealt in a meaningful, ins=IEurional fashion
wi~h PCBs° or wi~h o~her hazardous substances being discharged into our environmen=. 8 Effective regulatory surve_illance would have preven=ed much of ~he harm chat GE has
¯ n~llc~ed. The remedial order ul~ima=ely imposed in this
case will therefore be consEructed wiEh a full and fair
apPreciaclon of the fact ~hac, while the damage must cease
and be rectified, GE has operated openly and negllgently
rather than in secre= or in disregard of PCB discharge
limits see i~ its permits. For this reason, among others,
the charge under EC7 11-0503 is dismissed.

New York enac=ed in 1973 a toxic substances control
bill which gives the Depar~nent auchorlty =o Promulgate
within "no= less" than one year rules and regulations
uo conErol the dis,
=har~e and storage of substances
determined to be
hazaraous
environment. L. 1973,
C. 400° ECL 37-0101 e= seq.uo
Nothe
official
acuion has yet been =a-~ken.
Depar~nent
EPA, pursuant to the .1972 Amendments of the FWPCA, is
responsible for setting effluenu st
pollu~an=s. ~oA °, .......
andards for toxi~

initial llst

33 u.s.c. 1317 a).--A

P ~u=antS, pro os
PCBs.
38 FR 18044 (J ul~
v a ~,
,,~P ed_In
1973°
included
~ne
Acc serious
mandates
tha= the AdminisErator
focus ,a,~;.
on these
"most
hazards to man and other organisms inhabiting or consuming water"; NRDC sued EPA in 1973 =o require it to
promulgate Sec=ion 307(a) s=andar~. EPA =hen proposed
standards and hearings were held
1974. See Tr. 115.
No effluent suandards have as yet been prcnn~igated.
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"7,1

I.

PCBs and the ~,-,dson F~ve~
A. Composltlon and Properties of PCB .
PCB is the abbrevlaulon for a group of chemicals known

as polychlorlnated blphenyls. Their composition is based
on the "blPhenyl", a substance made by hea~ing benzene
under appropriate cond£tlcns. The blphenyl consists of
two phenyl molecules, each having six carbon atoms
attached in a chain with its ~wo ends hooked uogecher to
for~ a ring, and each with six hydrogen a~oms a~tached =o
its six carbon atoms.9 A blphenyl r ln8 is formed by breaking ~he links between one carbon and hydroEen acom on each
of two phenyl molecules and makinE instead a new carbon-tocarbon bond. The resul~ is a compound empirically described

Each carbdn atom has the abiliuy to form four links,
or bonds, with o~her atoms. One way in which six
carbon acorns combine, is for each to have one bond
with ~he carbon on one side of i~, and a double bond
With ~he carbon on its other side. This oonflguranlon
leaves each carbon wi~h one unused llnk, which in =he
phenyl molecule is occupied by a hydrogen atom. The
rasulus can be described as C6H5 or by ~he following
s ~ruccural diagram:

-’-------- H

\°-’
/

H

See Dep’t Exhibit 15, p. 2. The description of PCBs
Is drawn from the Testimony of Dr. Gilman D. Veich,
Dep’~ Exhibit 14 and Dr. Edward L. S imons, Tr. 1118-25.
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-8as CI2HI0, or by =he following structural diagram:

To chlorinate a biphenyl one muse replace ins hydrogen
a=cus wi=h chlorine. ~’/hen only one chlorine a=om is added
in place of a hydrogen atom, the resulting compound is called
a monochlor-biphenyl. When more =han one chlorine auom is
added, a polychlorlnated biphenyl is formed. Since each
blphenyl has ten hydrogen auoms, PCBs may have any number
of chlorine atoms up to =on, and PCBs Wluh anywhere from
one to =on chlorine atoms are called homologs of each ocher.
In manufaccurlng PCBs, It is generally not posslble exclusively uo crea=e molecules with a specific number of chlorine
atoms. Ins=ead, when chlorine gas and blphenyls are mixed,
many homologs of PCBs are formed, and the average number of
chlorine auoms With each biphenyl varies wi~h =he temperatltre.
PCB mixtures noc only concaln dlfferen= homologs, they
also onsls= of different "isomers,,. Each blphenyl has
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several possible sites for chlorine atoms, and ~he different
arranEemen~s of a~oms are called isomers of each ouher.
For example, dichlorobiphenyl (two chlorine atoms added)
h"s =welve possible isomers, each wluh the chlorine atoms
a~ dlfferenu places on the two phenyl rings. The empirical
formula C12H8C~2 would apply =o all these isomers, bu~
structurally uhey would be’differen=. Chemists express these
differences either diaErama~ically or more succinctly by
describing the location of the chlorine atoms in accordance
with the followinE position nu~berlnE system:

Thus, for example, if the chlorine a~oms in a ~etrachlorobiphenyl <4C1-PCB) were locaued a~ the "2" and "5" positions
of each phenyl molecule, the resul~InE compound could be
described as 2, 5, 2I, 51 teurachlorobiphenyl.
The sole manufacturer of PCBs in the United States is
the Monsanto Chemical Company. Domestic sales of all PCBs
by Monsanto have ranged from 26,061,000 pounds in 1958
=o 73~061,000 pounds in 1970; in 1974, sales ~otalled
34,406,000 pounds. GE Exhibit 19. Uncll 1971, PCBs were
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"10sold for numerous commercial purposes. MonsanEo limited
PCB sales in 1972, however, Eo so-called closed appllcacions. The sole application for which PCBs have been used
in recent years, according ~o Monsanto daEa, are transformers
and capaciEors. The GE plan~s au Hudson Falls and Fore
Edward manufactltre transformers and capacitors, and use
PCBs in "chair preparaEion. S~ce 1966, GE has purchased
82,213,000 pounds of PCBs of all =Ypes from Honsanco for
use in i~s products. Dep’t Exhibi~ 6.
PCBs, especially mixtures Wluh relatively high percentages of. chlorine, have useful physical propetules. They
are essentially non-flaE~able. Tr. 1136-37 (Dr. Simons).
They are extremely stable; for example, a mixture wi~h an
average of five chlorlnes released only traces of degradation when =reared wlch concenErated sulfuric acid for 255
hours or boiling I0 percent sulfuric acid for 150 hours.
Dep’= Exhibit 14, p. 7 (Dr. Velrh). Finally, electric
current can pass through PCBs wiuhouu affecting or being
affected by chem.
These properties have made PCBs desirable for use in
capacitors and transformers. Transformers are used =o
change one tYpe of currenu into anoEher, and consequen=ly
dispense wi~h the need ~o creaEe generating and transmlssion capacity in all useful forms of current. Capaci=ors
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also save considerable electrical energy. Many motors and
other eleo~rlcal devices have parts that must be magnenlzed
to operane; when such a motor draws current, only part of
the currenn is used in rotating the shaft, the rest is
required simply to maintain the magnetic field. Without a
capacluor, elec~rlclty would flow back and forth from the
generating station end the motor, as it’ does in’ ocher
applications. With a capacitor hooked across a motor’s
terminals, however, the magneulzing current is captured,
rather than sent back no The generating source, and returned
to the motor during the next elecurlcal cycle. The net
saving of power by using capacitors ~as estimated without
rebuttal as ~hirTy percent; or, To run three air conditioners
with capacitors would require ~he same electrical power
required to run t~o such air conditioners wlnhout capacltors. Tr. 1127-35 (Dr. Simons).
Monsanto has sold, and GE has used, PCBs with a variety
of chlorine percentages. These mixtures have been merchandlzed under the trade name "Aroolor" followed by a numerical
desisnatlon such as Aroclor 1254. The "12" represents The
~welve carbon atoms in the blphenyl ring, and the last ~wo
digits, "54" for example, indicate the average percent
chlorine of the parnicular mixture. Aroclor 1254 ("A-1254"),
therefore, would have an average of five chlorine atoms for
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-12each biphanyl rlng’ though the mixture will contain PCBs
with anywhere from 3 to 7 chlorines. Dep’t Exhibit No. 14,
p. 6 (Dr. Veich). Untll 1971, Monsanto sold large quantities
of various Aroclors, especially 1242, 1254 and 1250. In
1971, the company introduced a new mixture, which it desiEhated Aroclor I016 ("A-I016"). Since then, A-1016 has
accounted for an increasing PrOpOrtion of PCB sales, until
in 1975; A-1016 sales are runnlng at a greater rate than
the sales of all other Aroclors combined. GE Exhibit 19,
p. 3. GE purchases of PCBs from 1965 to 1975 indicate an
almost total shift from A-1242 and 1254 to A-!016, and to
a minor eXtent A-1221. Dep’t Enhiblt 6.
Aroclor "1016" is a deceptive numerical deslgnation for
that compound. The chemical has 12 carbons, not 10, and
contains over 41 percent chlorine, not 16. Monsanto’s
Manager of Product Acceptability testified that there was
no scientific reason for the designation "1016", and
conceded that "following the old nomenclature it should be
called Aroclor ’1241 plus’ ." Tr. 1232-33. There is a
difference between A-1016 and 1242, but it is not in the
percent of chlorine. Rather, it is in their homolog omposition; Monsanto specifications show a maximum of .47.
of homologs with five or more chlorlnes in A-I0160 whereas
the tYPical A-1242 mixture con~alns 6 to 7% of such homol0gs.
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-13-

Dep’t Exhibit 19(2) (Letter of W.B. Papageorge, Monsanto,
to Dr. David L. Stalling, U.S. Dep’t of Interior, Oct. 17,
1973). The extent to which this difference has any bearing
on oxlclty is discussed below.

B.

Presence of PCBs in the ~on R/ve~.
The Hudson River is some 305 miles long. from its

source at Lake Tear of ~he Clouds to the George ~ashing~on
Bridge ac New York City. This case deals primarily with
chat part of the river near and downstream of the GE plan~s
ac Hudson Falls and Fort Edward. The plan~s are only about
one mile apart.
To determine the amount and type of PCBs in a body of
water, or in any other matter, is no easy task. All the
evidence produced ac this hearing was derived through gas
chromatography, ~he science of separating "chemicals by
heating them co ~he points chat they become vapors.10
The parties recoEnize thac this method is noc perfect.

10.

Chemicals introduced in a gas chromatograph will move
a~ differen~ rates, depending on their respective
boiling points, and will separate from the chromatograph at different times. Each separation is recorded
by a detector, which then draws a peak on a char~ paper
~corder, resul~ing even~ually in a "gas chromatogram".
e ~ncens~ty o~ peaks on the chart recorder is proportional to the quantity of the particular chemical
escaping from the chromatograph. By comparing a
chroma~ogram, of an unknown mixture with those of
mlxnures whose conten=s were known, an analyst is able
to identify the types and amounts of chemicals in the
unknown mixture with those of mixtures whose con~ents
were known, an analyst is able ~o identify the types
end amounts of chemicals in the unknown mixture. See
generally Dep’t Exhibit 14, pp. 8-13 (Dr. Veich).

1
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-14Furthermore, the fact that analyzed material is found to
contain a parr.icular PCB configuration, for example A-1242,
does not necessarily mean that the material originally discharged was A-1242, since PCB homologs have different rates
of bioaccumulatlon and degradation. Further, chromatosTams
of mixtures wi~h similar chlorine content tend strongly to
resemble each other, a circumstance particularly true of
A-1242 and 1016. But none of the par~les objects to chromatography as a scientifically adequate way of measuring for
PC~s.
The record contains substantial evidence of PCBs in
the water, sediment, organisms and fish of the Hudson River.
During August 1974, employees of the U.S. Environmental
Pro~ecTion Agency ("EPA")conducted an investigation of
PCB contam/nation in the Hudson. They found a concentration in water aT the ou~fall from GE’s Fort Edward facility
of 2800 ppb (par~s per billion or ug/l) A-1016. Sediment
at the same sampling s~a~ion yielded 6700 ppm (parts per
million or mg/kg) A-I016, indicating the absorptive capacity
and constant exposure of ~he sediments nearest the ou~fall.
At another station, one-half mile downstream, sediments
contained 2980 ppm A-1016, or an accumulation i03 times
greater ~han The recorded ouEfall concentration. Dep’t
Exhlbi~ 28, R. J. Nadeau & R. P. Davis,
of Pol chlorinated Bi hen is in ~he Hudson River, p. 9.
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-15t

Composlces of snails found below ~he GE discharges were
found ~o contain up ~o 45 ppm of a PCB analyzed as either
A-1242 or 1016. G. D. Velth ~o R" J. ~adeau, Oct. 23, 1974,
in Dep’~ Exhlblu 28, appendix. Shiner minnows had 78 ppm,
and a rock bass set what was then regarded as "a new record
for PCB OnTam/naTion of fresh water fish", wi~h 350 ppm.
I_dd. 14, 18.
The Depar=ment has for several years been aware of =he
presence of PCBs in New York’s waners, including =he Hudson.
An analysis of fish in 1972 incllca=ed a concentration of
PCBs in largemouth bass of 0.66 to 14.62 ppm; in whine perch
of 0.38 =o 15.81 ppm; and in striped bass of 3.70 =o 49.63 ppm.
Data compiled in 1973 on s=riped bass indica=ed that mos=
fish tes=ed contained more than i0 ppm PCBs, ranging up to
49.63 ppm in one sample. Fish from other waters also had
high concentrations. GE Exhibi= ii, appendices. Beginning on December 4, 1974, =he Department’s Division of
Pure Waters ini=lated, in conjunction wi=h EPA, a more
sys=ema=ic moni=oring program of PCBs in the Upper Hudson
River Basin, an area including GE’s plants. Water and
sediment samples were taken from several sampling s=a=ions.
Special precau=ions were =aken =o assure quali=y analysis,
including a series of in=arlabora=ory co~parlson s=udles.
A-10i6 was found in water below =he GE plan=s at a rare of
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-163 ppb during mld-wlncer 1974-75, indlcaclng a river load
of cha~ PCB of about 94-97 ibs per day.11 By lace August
1975, when the study cermlnaced, sampling ac the same
staclon reflec=ed 0.06 ppb A-1016 in the river, indicating
a river load of less ~han 14 ibs per day. Sediment and
core samples12 below the GE planes showed concentrations

of A-1016 ranging as high as I00 ppm, 201 ppm and 1850 ppm,
as well as high concentrations of A-1221 and 1254. Dep’~
Exhibit 9, pp. 6-7 (R. Mu. Pleasan~). This water and
sediment monlcorlng s=udy included no collection and analysis
of fish and o~her organisms. On the basis of the water concencrations observed (noc including the effects of sediment,
runoff or ocher sources of PCBs), however, the repor~ predicted that fish flesh concentrations of 3 ppm to 150 ppm
of A-1016 would resul=. Dep’u Exhibit 5, pp. 25-26. The
Department’s con=emporaneous study of Hudson River fish
overwhelmingly confirmed this anticipated result.

11.

12.

The river load of PCBs is the to=el amoun~ of PCBs
from all discharge points chat enter the river daily.
This figure is derived by measuring the total PCBs
suspended in =he water column from daily samplings,
multiplying this oral by the dell vol
flow which is e resse ~ __=j Y . ume of river
muluiplvlns
~ /.nn~ d.j~_
_~u~c
then
- ~ by
~ ~,~,
~umoer
o~ zee~Isecond,
seconds in and
a day.
Sediment samples are obtained from the top level of the
river sediment. The Department set =his depth at five
centimeters for chelr program. The sedlmenc is scooped
up~ wi=h suitable equipment, labeled and la
for PLy. conten~. Dep’c Exhlbi~ ~ - ~ ter analyzed
are Eaten witch eo,,~ ..... u~ , ~, p. o. ~ore samples
~-r,,,~,,~wnlcn
can penetrate
thecore
surface
of river sediment
or land
formaclon.
Those
samPles
oaken by the Department ranged from three uo eleven inches
in depth. The core samples were analyzed for PCB content
in one inch sub-samples cu= from the originally ext-cacted
core. I.~d. App. C, figure 6.
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The Depar~men~ inlula~ed a scatewide fish sampling
program in Au4~,st 1975 ~o ascertain ~he exten~ of PCB
concentration. Numerous samples were taken from the Hudson
River, prepared and analyzed; once again, precautions were
~aken for quali~y assurance. Fish captured at stations
below =he GE planes contained higher amounts of PCBs than
previously found. Concentrations of over 20 ppm
A-1242/1016 were found co--,on. A composite of ten Yellow
Perch had 236.42 ppm A-1242/I016, as well as 62.88
A-1254, a total of 299.30 ppm PCBs. An American eel,
captured at Stillwater, was found to contain 403.38 ppm

A-1242/I016 and 155.87

ppm

A-1254,

to~allng 559.25 ppm

PCBs. Dep’t Exhibi~ 13, Moni~orin~ of PCB’s in Fish
Taken from the Hudson River (Oct. 1975). This figure is
over I00 times greater =hen the temporary tolerance limit
set by the FDA in 1971 for PCBs in the edible portion of
fish.
GE does not challenge these da=a. During the hearing,
the Company sought to introduce evidence gathered by
Ecological Analysts, Inc., a firm that engages for profit
in preparing testimony for corporations in environmental
litlge~ion. Tr. 1426-1427. The evidence gathered was
analyzed by the Woodson-Tenent Laboratorles’of Memphis,
Tennessee, and some initial results were placed in the
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-18record through ~he cestlmony of Dr. Gerald J. Lauer, Vice
President of Ecological Analys~s, Inc. These results showed
in thirteen fish samples, several of which were taken below
the GE plants, not a single sample with over 5 ppm PCBs in
the edible flesh. After cross-examination, it became apparen~
~ha~ these data were unreliable. GE ultlmacely terminated
its effort ~o introduce the material and agreed to reques~
the laboratory involved to prepare a complete analysis of
all its Hudson River samples. 13
The new findings, based in
During cross-examlnation of Dr. Lauer, NRDC requested
the complete results of the sampling program conducted
by Ecological Analys~s, Inc. This included dace from
the Upper Hudson, Lower Hudson, Long Island Sound and
Chesapeake Bay. GE ob~ec--~ ~== un varlous
gro%/nds.
¯ ni~lally its objectionu was
the "furnis hlng of additional
=_
~hat
the request
was forand
suos=an~ive
evidence"
therefore not proper wi~hln the scope of proceedings
where the government has ~he burden of proof. Tr. 1583.
more Particularly GE argued ic had presented no evidence
with respect ~o whole fish in the Upper Hudson nor any
evidence "whatsoever...wlth respect ~o any type of
investigaEion concerning PCBs in fls~ ^~ ....
~
,,
Tr. 1593. GE also claimed the material was privileged,
even though it had originally sought ~o introduce the
results of the Investigation.
The Hearing Officer ruled that the ua~erial requested
for Chesapeake Bay and Long Island Sound samples was
outside the scope of the issues raised by the complaint,
but directed GE to produce all evidence relating to
fish in the Hudson R/ver. Tr. 1660-61, Respondent
requested a 48-hour stay of the order to allow "a
determination as o whether a review of what amounts
to a subpoena order should be taken at this time."
A stay was granted, Tr. 1664, hut on the following
day GE withdrew i~s obJecclons.
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part upon reanalysis of =he same samples earlier analyzed,
are conslsEen~ wi=h =he Depar=man=’s concluslcns. Several
fish had oncenzra=Ions of A-I016/1242 over i00 ppm in =heir
edible flesh. Concen=ratlons in whau GE uermed "non-edible"
=issue ranged as high as 1178 ppm. N’RDC Exhibi~ I.

C.

GE’s Responslbili=y for PCBs in =he Upper Hudson
GE "has non contested =ha= i~ has been a source of certain

PCBs in =he Upper Hudson River in uhe vicini=y of los discharges."
GE Reply Brief, p. Ii. Bum i= claims uha= "the evidence does
not permit..., by =he legal s=andards which exclude conjecture
as a basis for penali=es, a finding =ha= =he high levels’of
PCB’s reporued in obese fish are a=tribu=ab!e To Responden=’s
dlscharges." In par=icular, =he company asserts =here is
"no evidence" excluding or.her PCB sources earller =hen
Sep=ember 1975, "no evidence" relauing downstream fish concentre=ions =o Responden=’s discharges, and "no evidence" as
to when =he accumula=ions occurred, l_~d.
The Depar=ment has =he burden of proof in =his proceeding.
ECL 17-0905(6). The burden involved is ~ha= normally applied
in civil and adminis=raulve proceedings ~o prove ~he alleged
viola=ions by a preponderence of =he evidence.14
I= may be
14. McCormick, Evldence §§339,355 (1972). The au=hori=ies
cited by GE for emote exac=ing burden are inapposite. For
example, Becke== v. ~, 157 N.Y.S. 247 (Is~ Dep’~ 1916),
indica~es~u~u=e$ penal in nazure" require s=rio=er
proof, bun i= deal= wi=h a sta=ute =ha= punished its vlola=ion
wi=h fines and imprisonmen=. Professor Jaffe’s ar=icle likewise
discusses cases where serious, personal consequences are
imposed, such as deporuation of long-rime resident aliens.
L. Jaffe, Adminis=ra=ive Law: Burden of Proof and Scone of

Review, 79 9-IX,
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-20that, in order to obtain some especially onerous and pur.itive
remedy the Department would be required to meet a higher
standard
proof.15 But
GE’s argument
that, merely
this
is anofenforcement
proceeding
has because
to
’ the Department

prove its case on the merits By clear and convincing evidence,
is untenable.
In any event, the Department has in fact carried its
burden on this issue beyond any reasonable doubt. The evidence
t~mt GE is responsible for the high concentrations of PCBs in
the Upper Hudson’s water, sediment, organisms and fish is
overwhelming. To begin with, GE has until recently been
discharging very large amounts of PCBs into the Upper Hudson.
GE applied for a discharge permit on December 18, 1972,
stating that it was directly discharging an average of 30
pounds per day of "chlorinated hydrocarbons" (measured using the
test for PCBs), and a maximum of 47.6 pounds per day from
its two plants. Dep’t Exhibit 4, p. 3. G~’s Manager of
Environmental Operations, Dr. Simons, testified that these
figures represented what he believed to have been the actual
discharge from the plants. Tr. 1166. A= the time, GE was
purchasing about 7,900,000 pounds of PCBs each year from
13. The test for a penal statute in New York is whether the
remedy chosen is "impressed for punishment or for redress of
~njury ....
Sicolo v. Prudential Savings Bank of Bkl ’n.
N.Y. 2d 254,--2~?, r84 N.Y.S~ Zd ~3-’Cl’g59~-.~a
recovery that exceeds actual loss may not amount to a penal
sanction. Bu~ the courts have held that an arbitrary exaction,
unrelated to actual loss, is a penal sanction. E. ., Verona
aF’t
e eu~es sought azaznst GE are
non-penal. The only violatlon charged =hat could justify
any sanction that could be characterized as penal is ECL
11-0503, discussed below, which has been dismissed.
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Munsan~o. Dep’t Exhibit 6. Purchases of even greater quanclcies
had occurred ac least as far back as 1966. Since the record
Indlcaues chat GE’s discharges have decreased ra~her than
increased in recen~ years, it is reasonable ~o assume that
it discharged PCBs in 30 lb. per day quantities uhroughou~
the 1966-1972 period.16 In any event, GE obtained the permlc
it souEh~, and makes no contention uhac lu significantly
altered its discharge levels untll early 1975.17
In March 1975, Clark, Dietz Associates, an engineering
firm retained by GE, performed a wasuewater monitoring program
at GE’s plants, and reported total average daily discharge
levels of bet~’een 5.06 and 7.81 ibs. of PCBs. Dep’u Ex~hibi: 8.
During lace August 1975, both GE and the Department (with EPA)
measured the discharge levels, and found a further reduction:
GE’s da~a indicate an average discharge from the two most
important discharge sources of 5.54 Ibs., a figure ~hat includes
days in which exceptionally high discharges were recorded;
the Department’s data are roughly equivalent. Dep ’u
Exhibit 7B(15); Dep’c Exhibits 4, 29, 31 and 32. These findings

16. 30 ibs. per day would mean over 84,000 ibs between 1966
and 1973.
17. On February 7, 1974, a GE engineer esclmaced ~hen currenC
average PCB discharges at 21.4 lbs. per day, and maximum
discharge at 65 Ibs. per day. Dep’~ Exhibit 16, A. Pozefsky
~o Dr. Simons. On May 8, 1974, Dr. Simons testified under
oath au EPA hearings on Proposed Standards for Toxic SubsTances
chat GE was disch.a~ging 25-30 ibs. per day PCBs from i~s t~vo
plants. Tr. 1165 66. Monsanto sampled :he two largest of
several discharges a~ GE’s plants on December 12, 1974, and
reported a combined total of 18.2 Ibs, per day. Dep’t~
Exhibit 7(b) (12).
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-22show substantial reductions in PCB discharges as compared to
earlier periods. Yet, the amounts are still significant
especially when considered as supplementing the large quantities already released, and the totals probably understate
total discharges because some sources were not measured, and
discharges caused by run-off and percolation were not measured.18
After this action was co,m, enced, GE made further measurements of its discharges. These indicate a combined average
of 3.46 ibs. per day directly discharged from its two plants,
through the two main discharges (discounting an unusually
high discharge of 116 Ibs. on September 13-14; Tr. 1245-48).
In addltion, however, data collected by CE indicate average
discharges of 1.42 pounds PCBs per day into the Hudson
Falls Village Sewage Treatment Plant, which in turn discharges into the Hudson. The total daily discharge during
the hearing in this case, then, is roughly 4.88 Ibs.
Not only has GE been shown to have discharged large
quantities of PCB’s into the Hudson over long periods of
time, the Department has established that other sources
contribute negligible amounts of PCBs to the river. During
[8.
See Dep ’t
.Exhiblt 4, p. 8; Dep’t Exhibit 7A and 7B:
Tr. 1279-83. AGE wltness testified that run-off discharge
through sources other than those monitored was unlikely, but
this was based on a cursory visual examination, and was not
at all addressed to possible discharge by ercolation.
Tr. 1242. Compare Tr. 334-35; 1310-1i, 13~6-17, and theSee
strong evidence that PCBs in the soll around GE’
find their way into the river durin
~ plan~s
e._~f=u, Dep’~ Exhibit 5, Table 6.
g heavy ralns See,
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-23September 1975, as part of its water and sediment study, the
Department tested effluent from 28 municipal and industrial
discharges in the Upper Hudson. The Hudson Falls Village
Trea=ment Plant showed a discharge of 2.45 Ibs. PCBs per
day, which has been shown to he attributable to GE. Four
other sources had amounts of 0.005, 0.001, 0.22 and 0.095
ibs. per day (of which the 0.22 figure may be overstated,
see Tr. 355-56). All the remaining sources indicate no
recordable amounts of PCBs. In striking contrast is the
study’s finding that GE effluent for a virtually con=emporaneous period averages a gross discharge of 2.12 Ibs. per
day of A-!016. GE protests that this study shows only that
it was the major source of PCBs during August and September
1975. But it makes no effort to prove that other sources of
PCBs exist than those studied by the Department, or tha=
those companies that use PCBs used them in greater quantities
in past years.
The strongest evidence of GE’s responsibility for
existing PCB levels is in the contrasting results obtained,
in all the stnldles in evidence, of PCB concentrations up.
stream as opposed to downstream of GE plants. Thus, in the
EPA study during Augus~ 1974, a reading of 2800 ppb PCBs in
water was taken at the Junction of GE’s Fort Edward Plant’s
discharge and the Hudson River. The concentration at a
station one-half mile above Bakers Falls, upstream of the GE
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-24plants, was less than i ppb. The concentrations at stations
located .25, .5 and .75 miles downstream of the Fort Edward
discharge were 2.2, 3 and less than 1 ppb respectively.
Dep’t Exhibit 28, p. 17. The Department’s water and sediment monitorlnE project, from December 1974 to August 1975,
developed similar results. Water concentrations o£ PCBs
upstream of the GE plants were uniformly (with one anamolous
exception, seeDep’t Exhibit 5, pp. 17-18) less than 0.i ppb;
below the plants, concentrations declined to from 3 ppb to
1.5 ppb, but were much higher throughout than upstream
concentrations. I_~d. Appendix C, Table I.
Sediment sables taken above the GE plants also had
concentrations of PCBs that were much lower than those below
the plants. At the nine upstream stations, PCBs were found
in quantities below 3 ppm with one exception at the Glens
Falls landfill, where 14.9 ppm A-1221 was recorded. Sediment taken 1500 feet above GE Hudson Falls plant contained
0.6, 2.0 and 2.2 ppm A-1016, 1221 and 1254 respectively.
Some of these upstream concentrations cannot be regarded as
insignificant, in that they should cause concern for fish
and other living things in the river. But the five downstream stations revealed PCBs in much higher quantities,
that render the upstream concentrations insignificant by
comparison. A sample taken in the vicinity of the Fort
Edward discharge contained I00, 6 and 8 ppm A-1016, 1221 and
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-251254 respectively; a sample from near the Thompson Island
Dam, about 13 miles downstream of the Fort Edward discharge,
revealed 1850, 1720 and 137.2 ppm of the same Aroclors.
Dep’t Exhibit 9, pp. 5-8 (R. Mr. Pleasant) ; De~’t Ey/llbit 5,
Appendix C, Figure 6.
Plentiful evidence gathered concerning PCB concentrations in fish also shows that GE’s plants are the only
important sources of PCB contamination in that area. The

August 1974, EPA study showed PCB concentration above the GE
plants (but below the Hudson Falls sewage trear~nent plant)
of 17.0, 7.0 and 1.9 ppm PCBs (A-I015/1242, 1248 and 1254)
in samples of Yellow Perch, Shiner Minnows and snails respectively. Stations below the GE plants turned up the rock
bass earlier referred to with 350 ppm A-1242/I016, ~s well
as Shiner Minnow and two Snail samples of 78, 45 and 27 ppm
respectively. Dep’t Exhibit 28, p. 18. The Department’s
study during 1975 revealed that, in 29 samples taken from
upstream stations (above the Hudson Falls sewage plant), all
contained less than 1 ppm PCBs. In contrast, the average
concentration for the numerous fish sampled at Fort Edward
was 176.83 ppm PCBs for the whole fish, and other, very high
concentrations were found at most downstream stations.
Dep’t Exhibit 12, appendix B-1. ~m experiment was conducted
during October 1975 by the Department in which fish in "live
cars" were placed upstream and downstream of the GE plants.
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-26After 14 days of exposure, the flsh upstream accumulated at
most only trace amounts of A-I016 (less than 0.1 ppm) while
those downstream accumulated from 1.66 to 3.76 ppmA-1016.
Dep’t Exhibit 12 (J. Spagnoli). GE’s data are no less
supportive in proving its responsibility. All fish taken at
upstream stations contained less than 5 ppm in both their
edlble flesh end ’~on-edlble’, parts; fish taken below the GE
plants had an average PCB content in their edlble flesh of
94.66 ppm, with much higher amounts in their "non-edible"
portions (ranging to 658 ppm in one Common Sucker sample).
See NRDC Exhibit I and Dep’t Exhibit 52.
By any reasonable standard, then, GE has been shown to
be responsible for the PCB contamination of the Upper Hudson.
If others have contributed to ~hat contamination, their
contributions are inconsequential by comparison, and they in
any case might also be held legally answerable for their
actions. TheDepar~ment cannot be required ~o prove that
~"-’~’~---~discharged by GE, reached
-4
specific PCB
molecules,
specific

fish or parts or the rlve
~-~----__~____ ....
r.__Compare GE ReDly Brief, p. 12.
Given the natural flow of rivers, and the nature of the
issues, the evidence of GE’s responsibility is more than
sufficient.

t"
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Legal Consequences of GE’s PCB Discharges
A. .The Violaclons C~ed
The S~ace of New York, and our federal governmenu, have

drastically revised common law doctrine ~ha~ allowed pollution
of rivers subject only to ~he rights of o~her users and ~he
limited notion of public nuisance. As early as 1881, New
York prohibited ~he discharge of any "noxious, offensive or
poisonous substance into any public wa~ers ....
- Penal Code,
section 390 (1881). In 1892, the prohiblCion was expanded
to private waters, buc limited co "quantities descrucclve of
the life of. or dls~urbing the hablus of fish inhabiting the
same." Laws of 1892, c. 488, section I00. The "habits"
apparently in mind during thau more decorous time became
clear in 1912, when uhe phrase was changed co "propagation
of fish." L.1912, c. 318, secuion 247. In addition, a 1903
scat-ute prohibited discharges injurious to human health,
aim/ng particularly at sewage control. Public Health Law,
section 76 (McKinney 1943).
Major reform was inlniated when the legislature in
1945, by concurrenn resolution, establlshed a Special
Commiu~ee of Pollution Abatement. Tha~ wall-rounded and
dlsuingulshed group19 undertook field work and conferences
19, Members: Assemblyman Harold C. Osuer~ag, Chairman,
Comm.lu~ee on Inters~aue Cooperation; Senator Chauncey B.
Ha~unond, Chairman; Senator Floyd E. Anderson, Vice Chairman;
Assemblyman Wheeler Milmoe, Secretary; Senator Walter J.
FMahoney; Assemblyman Ellsha T. Barrett; Assemb
oy; Assemblyman John S. ~^------. ....
lYmau. George W.
~P=~,
Acuorney ~eneral
Nathanlel
Goldsuein; C. Chester Dumond,
Commissioner
of Agrlcul=ure
end L.
Markets; Alger B. Chapman, Commissioner of Taxation and Finance.
In addition, there were several advisory members from a
variety of public and private organlzacions. See Leg. Doc.

No. 51, p. ii (1948).

¯i
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-28chroughou~ ~he state, and issued an interim report noting
tha~ Americans have been "fouling thelr own nests," and that
public health is the state’s "greatest asse~,, which the
legislature should not permit to be endangered or jeopardized. Leg. Doc. No. 59, pp. 22, 25 (1947). The commlutee
considered existing laws inadequate. The provision aimed ac
prouectlng fish, by then section 213 of the Conservation
Law, was coo limitedl since it required proof that certain
specific substances, discharged by a specific person,
actually injured fish life. The sewage control stain/re was
found iztadequate because actual injury uo health had to be
proved, and industrial wastes seldom directly injured public
health. The commiEuee also reminded the legislature that
proposed federal legislation would preempt state control
unless New York assumed its own pollu~ion abatement respc~%sibilicies. I_~d. 78.
After further study, and with recou~nendacions from the
State Conservation and Health Departments, the cou~ni~tee
filed a second report containing a proposed Water Pollution
Control Act. The bill had a statemen~ of overall
public policy calling for use of the sta~e’s water resources
in "the best in~ereshs of the people," and a water classificatlon system for determining ~he best public usage.
Industrial wastes were "inevitable," uhe committee concluded,
but they musk be conditioned to avoid deterioration of
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-29public waters "for =he other purposes for which they are
utillzad..." Leg. Doc. No. 50, p. 17 (1948).
Hearings followed. Indus=ry spokesmen expressed a
preference for dealing wi=hstate au~horlties ranher ~han
federal, buu =hey wanted the legisla=ure to de~ermine the
specifics of water classification rather ~han an admlnisera=or. An engineering consul~an~ to the committee, Morris M.
Cohn, defended the proposed system as realistic and flexible.
Pure surface waters is only an ideal, he wrote, which if
achieved might result in "no industries or municipalities
around to enjoy the beaunies of such m~reams." He therefore
saw "polluulon" in rela=ive ~arms, as a "condition which
con=ravenes reasonable standards of qualluy which have been
set up wi~h full considera=ion of the many [appropriate]
factors..."20
20.

Resume of Hearing on Proposed Pollution

He explained fur=her:
"Pollution" is non a hard and fast characteris=ic. It is
not like black and whi=e. A sensible deflni=ion of
pollution takes into consideration what is being polluued.
lu recognizes =hat what is pollution at one poin~ of a
scream may not be pollution at another point, or certainly
not on another st-ream.
Is i= not sensible co define "pollution" as a condi=ion

h hc?ntravenes reasonable s=andards of quality which
=-~= ueen sac up wztn =uz~ considera=ion of =he many
facuors described above?...If =he standards are sensibly
established, =he criteria of pollution are sensible, just
as ceruainly as two plus two makes four.
Resume of Hearing on Proposed Pollution Aba=em~-lU Leglsla=ion,

am 14-15 (Aug. 11, 1948).
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-30Abatement Legislation, pp. 13-15 (Albany, N.Y. Aug. Ii,
1948) (Legislative Reference of The New York State Library,
Albany, New York).
The legislation was adopted. IT established a pattern
that is wluh us still: a system with The avowed purpose of
protecting the environment, but through a methodology That
explicitly accepts various degrees of contamination. The
act was consolidated with others in 1960, and entitled the
Envlronmencal Law. L. 1970, c. 140.
In its present form, the ECL’s declaration of policy is
"to conserve, improve and protecT" New York’s natural
resources and enviror~ent, and co "control" water and other
pollution "to enhance the health, safety and welfare of the
people of the stace and Their overall economic and social
well being." ECL 1-0101(1). Coordination and cooperation
aT all levels of governm~t are called for, and the state is
to foster and maintain conditions under which men can ~hrive
in harmony and achieve "social, economic and ~echnoloEica1
progress" by: assuring healthful and pleasing surro~%dings;
guaranteeing The "widest range of beneficial uses of the
envlronment...wi=houu risk To health or safety, unnecessary
degradation or other undesirable or unintended consequences,,;
and "promoting patterns of development and technology which
minimize adverse impact on The environment .... ,, ECL 1-0101(2)
& (3). The message conveyed is hardly one-sided. IT is
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-31basically an expression of concern for the environment,
mixed with st-~ong concern for economic well being and
maximum utilization.
At the heart of the ECL’s provisions relating to water
pollution is the water classification system adopted in
1949, and revised in various respects from time to time.
The ECL recognlzesas the engineer Cohen and his conm~ittee
would have had it recognize, "that due to variable factors,
no single standard of quality and purity of the waters is
applicable to all waters of the state or to different
segments of the same waters." ECL 17-0301(1). To obtain
the law’s objectives, therefore, the Depart~nent is instructed to group desi~ated waters into classes, after notice andhearing. ECL 17-0301(2). Then, after proper study and
further hearings, the Department is to ’"adopt and assign
(necessary) standards of quality and purity for each such
classification... ,, ECL 17 0301(43. Acting pursuant to
this mandate, the Department classified the waters at and
immediately below Fort Edward and Hudson Falls as "Class D";
waters further downstream are classified ’~’, and "B". Class
D waters must be "suitable for fish survival" though they
need not "support the propagation of fish"; among their best
usages is "secondary contact recreation," which is defined to
include fishing, but onlyminimal contact and "improbable"
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lugestlou. 6 NYCRR 701. Since 1966, the "best usage" of
Class A and B waters also includes fishing. Finally, an
overall standard, applicable to waters classified A through
D, is that they shall not contain "toxic wastes and deleterious substances...in amounts that will be injurious to
fishlife or which in any manner

shall

adversely affect the

flavor, color or odor thereof, or impair the waters for any
best usage" assigned. 6 NYCRR 701.5.
Compliance with these standards is mandated by ECL

17-0501, which GE has been charged wi~hviolating. That
section makes it unlawful co discharge, "direcTly or indirect!y,,, any matter that shall "cause or contribute" to a
condition in contravention of the water q%alicy standards
established pursuant to ECL 17-0301. The issues posed by
this provision, therefore, are whether PCBs in the quantities discharged by GE have "caused or contributed" to a
breach of standards That (i) prohibit the discharge of
"tOXic wastes" or "deleterious substances" in amounts
"injurious co ~ish life" or (2) "impair the waters for any
best usage," in particular fishing.
The federal government long ago moved to regulate water
pollution through effluent limiTaTions, rather than merely
the setting of stream s~andards.21
In 1972, the Federal
21. For a history of federal water pollution re ulaTion
I F. Grad, Trea=ise on Environmental Law §3.03(I~75).
see
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-33Water Pollution Control Act (F~.~CA) was amended to give the
states primary responsibility for pollution abatement, but
only if they adopted a program based both on stream standards
and effluent limitations. 33 U.S.C. 1251 e~t se_~. New York
adopted a State Pollution Discharze Elimination System
(SPDES), essentlally to avoid a federal takeover. See memo
to Governor from Law Department, Senate 6394-A (June 21,
i973); i_~d. (May 31, 1973) (H. L. Diamond).
The resulting legal structure requires any would-be
discharger of pollutar.ts to seek a certification from the
state in which the waters are involved are located. 33
U.S.C. 1341. After state approval, the applicant must
obtain a federal discharge permit for the activities permitred by the state. Dischargin~ without a state permit
violates ECL 17-0505; and increasing or altering a permitted
discharge violates ECL 17-0507. In addition, ECL 17-0511,
the second statute under which GE has been charged, prohibits
any industrial discharge from outlets or point sources
"unless such use is in compliance with all standards,
criteria, limitations, rules and regulations promulgated or
applied by the department pursuant to this article." The
article involved, 17 ECL, includes provisions that make
unlawful violations of both the permit and water classification systems.
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.Effect of SPDES and N’PDES Permit
GE applied for a federal permit to discharge into the

Hudson River from i~s plan~s at Hudson Falls and For~ Edward
as early as November 22, 1971. See Refuse Act, section 13,
33 U.S.C. 407. AfTer the FWPCA amendments of 1972, GE
submltEed a revised application to EPA on January 18, 1973.
On August 23, 1973, The Depar=men~ received GE’s application
under its new SPDES system. The application" indicated that
a daily average of Thirty pounds of "chlorinated hydrocarbons" were being discharged, and in a foo=note explained
That the "Test for The determination of the pounds or
concentration from which The pounds were derived, was
determined by analy3is for PCBs. " Tr. 401. This was an
unnecessarily obtuse way of indicating its PCB discharges,
since GE had been told by MonsanTo on July i, 1970, that
"polychlorinated blphenyls...may be an environmental contaminant," and advised to use its best efforts To prevent
them from entering The environment. Tr. 1171 (Dr. E. L.
Simons). Nevertheless, ~he DeparumenT does no~ explicitly
contend That iT was misled. Department personnel appear To
have been well aware by August 1973 of GE’s PCB discharges,
having already conducted studies of ~heir effects. See GE
Exhibit II.
The Department acted quickly on GE’s application. On
SepTember Ii, 1973, The Department’s Acting~Assistant
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in ~he Regional Office of EPA stating that the Department
had reviewed GE’s permit application, and that "certification will be recommended since the present discharge complies
wi~h water quali~y standards." The letter goes on to
specify areas in which the appllcation should be tightened,
but does not mention PCBs or "chlorinated. hydrocarbons."
GE Exhlbiu 2. On November 13, 1973, the DeparEment certified
that no federal effluent limitations or standards under
sections 301(6), 302, 306 and 307 of =he FWPCA were applicable uo GE’s proposed discharges. It stated, however,
=hat "=he classification and standards governing the quality
and purity of waters of New York State" are applicable, and
set forth certain specific and some general limitations =o
assure compliance. Among the specifics, for example, was
-a limit of 75 Ibs. per day of KJeldahl nitrogen; nothing
was said specifically concerning PCBs. A general qualification, however, is clearly pertinent. The certification
llmi=ed effluent of "toxic wastes" or "deleterious substances"
in =he following manner: "None alone or in combine=ion with
ocher substances or wastes in sufficient amounts or at such
temperatures as =o prevent fish survival or impair the
waters for agricultural purposes or any ocher best usage as
determed for =he specific waters which are assigned =o this
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"ac all clnms so as co be in full compliance wlch all
applicable requirements of sections 701. 702 and 704 of
~i~le 6," NYCRR, the regulaulons esUabllshing the classiflcatlon and standards governing New York wauers. Dep’t
Exhlblc 2.
The EPA regional office issued a draf~ NPDES permlc o
GE on March 22, 1974, and invited co~nenc. The draft
proposed auuhorizing a daily average discharge of "chlorlhated hydrocarbons,, from the Hudson Falls plan~ (Discharge
002) of i0 pounds, and from the Fore Edward Plane (Discharge
00) of 20 pour.ds. !~ also proposed chac chlorinated hydrocarbon discharge be reduced co zero within 21 months of the
permit’s issuance. GE Exhlbic 3, pp. 4-7. The Depar~nent
filed its commencs on April 5, 1974, and as GE asserts did
noc mention the ’tC~1
n~orlnated
hydrocarbon" discharges. On
-the ocher hand, the Department specifically requested
inclusion of the general condition ic had placed in its
cerulflcaclon requiring compliance with water quality
standards. GE Exhibit i, p. 3.
EPA issued an NPDES parmlc co GE on December 20, 1974.
Though it concalned no provision specif ally requiring
compliance wlch state water quality s~andards, ic did comply
in substance (as did ~he temporary permit) with the requiremenc cha~ condlclons of s~ate cerclflcaclon muse appear in
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~he federal permit. FWPCA, section 401(d), 33 USCA 1341(d).
In paragraph 6, it warns ~hac its issuance does noc "authorize...any infringement of Federal, S~ate or local laws or
resulations .... ,, And before detailinE the applicable
limltacions in paragraph 9, ic reci~es: "No~hing in ~hls
permit shall be deemed ~o preclude the institution of any
legal action nor relieve r_he permittee from any responsibillties, liabilities or penalties ~o which ~he permittee is
or may be subject...under any other Federal or state law or
regulations.’, The permlc authorized "chlorinated hydrocarbon" discharges of I0 and 20 ibs. from outfall numbers
002 and 004 respectively. AU the same time i~ ordered chat
discharEes from the same points of oiycnlorzna,ed Biphenyls"
be limited to 4.54 and 95.3 grams per day (or 3.52 oz.) by
May 31, 1977. GE has appealed this limitation, though it
represented at the hearing in ~hls case that ic intends to
withdraw i~s appeal and will meet this standard by December 31,
1976.
GE claims ~hat it has complied with its state certlfication and federal permit. Consequently, it asserts, i~
cannot be found ~o have violated any statute for i~s discharges until the permit is duly modified in accordance with
the applicable regulations. "If the SPDES permit program is
uo be meaningful and effec=ive,...i~ cannot, by its very
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for permitted dlscharEes" I~ is axiomatic ~ha~ penalties
may not he imposed by a governmental aKency for acts permluted by law." GE Brief, p. 21. GE notes tha~ the Departmerit was fully aware of GE’s PCB discharges, and thus
susgests that it implicitly found them lawful.
GE’s ars~nnenc has more than superficial appeal. The
effluent limitation system is intended and well designed to
serve as a supplement ~o the water classification system.
Both the state and federal goverrunents are presented, when a
dlscharEe application is filed, with an opportunity to
reEulate so as co insure ~hat water quality objectives are
attained. Thus, when GE filed its applicaulon, the Department should have bean made aware that GE proposed co con~inue discharin8 PCBs at an average rate of 30 lbs. daily.
A relatively simple calculation at ~hat point would have
indlca~ed that such a discharEe rate was destined ~o cause
the present siEuatlon. Had this anticipated result been
unacceptable, the Depar~nent could Ehen have denied or
conditioned ius certification. From the viewpoint of the
reEulated, as well as of ~he public, a system ~hau mandated
such inquiry - and, incidentally, provided the resources to
fulfill the mandate - would make much more sense than one
~hat leaves adminlsurators with discretion to approve
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The flrsm answer to GE’s conuention, however, is nha~
nei~heE ~he federal nor the s~ate governmen~ has established
such a sys~-m. Admlnis~rators are accorded power to include
in the very certlflcaClons ~hey issue onditions ~hat might
in effect preclude the activities apparently pert/tied.
This is no~ because the leglslat~re In~ended t:o allow
ad~"Inistrators to avoid making dlfficul~ decisions, though
that may sometimes be a consequence. Flexlbili~y is preserved because of the numerous ways in which adm/nistrators
may be unable, despite ~he best intentions, to regulate
effectively through the effluent lim/tations system.
Inadequate information, expertise, personnel or knowledge
about ~he particular discharge, are o~ly some of the reasons
a permit mlghE be issued authorizing activiuy that would
contravene some ether part Of the state or federal governmenu’s regulatory scheme." The system seems clearly to place
on the would-be discharger, whose influence with the agency
might itself cause or contribute t6 regulatory insufficiency,
the burden of insuring that the discharge violates no other
federal, state or local prohibitions. It would defeat t~e
legislature’s objectives to impose the costs of such failures
on ~he public rather ~han upon the discharging par~y.
The FWPCA informs us explicitly of another reason why
GE cannot Erea~ its N’PDES or SPDES as part of a grant of
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~mmani~y from other proscriptions. The ace places great
Pressure on the states ~o adop~ an effluan~ limlta~Ion
system, but aT the same ~ime Ic guaranceed chat the states
would be free co impose additional limitations, including
chose i~pllclc in a water classlflca~on approach. Secclon
401 o£ the federal act requires ~hat a state’s conditions co
its own perm~ become a peru of ~he federal permit because
Congress intended uo allow s~a~es ~o include their o~her
prohibitions in ~he general, undefined way thac New York did
so in ~hls case. The Senate Report explains:
The provision (401) makes clear tha~ any water quali~y
requirements established under S~ace law,
s~ringenc
than chose established under chls Acu, alsomore
shall
~hrougn ceruirlcacion oecoma condiuions on any
Federal
license or permit. The purpose of ~/le cerclflcation
mechanism provided in ~hls law is ~o assure chac
Federal licensing or per~/tcing agencies cannot
overrlae ~cate wa~er quality requlreme~ts ....
Senate Rep. No. 92-414, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. 69 (1971).
This provision, moreover, was only part of an overall
philosophy favoring a local option to go beyond ~he federal
program’s limitations, as section 510, 33 U.S.C. 1370, makes
abundanuly clear:
Except as expressly provided in this chapter, nothing
in this chapter shall (I) preclude or deny the right of
any scace...~o adop~ or enforce (a) any standard or
limitation respecting discharges or pollu~ents, or b)
an~.regulremenc respecting control or abatement of (
pollu~%on; except that if an effluentlimitation, or
under un~s chapter, such Scate...may not adopu
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~renforceo.an7 effluene l.imltation, or other liml_acxon.~.wnlcn Is ~ess strlngent than the effluent
~,i~i~atlon or o~her limi~a~ion...under this chapter; or
~;
con.s.t~ea
Impalrlng or
manner
affect~ugDe
any
r~En= or as
~urlsulctlon
ot in
theany
States
with
respect ~o the wa~ers (including boundary waters) of
such States.
The only New York case on this question clearly supports
~he view that a permit may be conditioned in the manner tha~
GE’s is conditioned, and that these conditions become part
of the permi~tee’s obligations despite the permit’s other
terms. In ~ ~. ~ of Lackawanna, 80 Misc. 2d 818,
365 N.Y.S. 2d 107 (Sp. Ct. 1974), aff’___~dwithou___..__~t ~,
N.Y.S. 2d (4th Dep’t 1975), the Coc~nissioner of Environmental
Conservation sought an injunction and penalties for defendant’s
dlscharEing sanitary sewage into a waterway without giving
it "effective secondary treatment" as required hy ECL
17-0509. The defendant City moved to dismiss the complalnt,
asserting tha~ it had, and was complyinE wlth, an NPDES
permit (which, of course, was issued only after state
certification). The permit, however, contained the following language, identical in all material respects to paragraph
9 of GE’s NPDES permit:
NothlnE in this permit shall be construed to preclude
the institution of any leEal action nor relieve the
permlttee from any responsibilities, liabllitles or
~enalties
established
to presei-~ed
any apolicable
State
aw or regulation
underpursuant
authority
by Section
510 of the Act.
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Conservation Law Sections 17-0701 and 17-0803) - said the
Court, "and the prohibition against discharging sewage which
has not been given effective secondary treatment (Environmental Conservation Law Section 17-0509) are separate and
distinct." Indeed, even had the permit contained no lenEuage generally incorporating other state prohibitions, the
court suggests it would have reached the same result:
"regardless of whether it has a permit it cannot discharge
sewage which had not been given ’effective secondary treatment. ’" The same reasoning applies to GE’s obligations
under ECL 17-0501, 17-0511 and 11-0503.22

C.

The Toxicity of PCBs
A question fundamental to GE’s liability under all the

violations charged is whether PCBs are "toxic" or "deleterious"
substances~ The law does not permit this question to be
asked in the abstract. The fact, for example, that humans
have been severely harmed by certain quantities of particular
2z. In light of this conclusion, there is no need to consider
whether GE violated its NTDES permit by exceedinK its limits
for PCB discharges, by discharging PCBs from out~ets other than
those specified in the permit, or in any other manner. See
Dep’t Reply Brief, pp. 5, 9. If such violations took place,
they might in themselves constitute a violation of ECL 17-0511.
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PCBs proves it is toxic in nhe ordinary sense of the word,
bu~ not necessarily toxic in the sense used by the legislate. A person violates the law only by discharging
PCBs in quanti~les sufficient to cause the proscribed
effects - in this case, injury co fish or an adverse effect
upon ~he pro~ec~ed usage of fishing.
The po~entlal toxicity of substances is ascertained in
terms of standards accepted in both ~he scientific and
legal worlds. The legislature provides the following
definition, which is essen=ially indistinguishable from the
FDA standard, and from the standard propounded by GE’s
wirness, Dr. Golberg:
~1

*
II
toxlc
pollutant
means those pollucs~ts, or combina-.
~ion cf pollutants, including disease causing agents,
which after discharge and upon exposure, ingestion,
inhalation or assimilation into any organism, either
directly from the environment or indirectly through
food chains, will, on the basis of information available to the Department, cause death, disease, behavioral
abnormalities,
cancer, genetic
mu~aulons,
physical
or physica~3deformatlons
organisms
or their
’ in such
malfunctlons, including malfunctions in reproduction,

offspring.

"Pollutant" is defined to include any "chemical"
"industrial" waste. ECL 17-0105(17).
Dr. Kolbye, testified tha~ he could perceive no dlfference between
the ECL definition and that applied to the FDA. Tr. 1030.
Dr. Golberg said (Tr. 1768):
We generally consider the ~oxiciuy to be a manifestation
of the injurious effect of a chemical or physical agent
on a living organism as manlfested in a variety of possible
ways, such as sz~rucuurally, functionally or in regard to the
response of the organs, for instance, behavior.

?
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or men, thee is no doubt that PCBS can have the effects
described in the ECL as "toxic." Accord, GE Reply Brief 16.
Just as PCBs have qualities that make them useful in industry,
they have qualities that make them hazardous in the environment. That they are non-biodegradable, for example, may be
useful in capacitors, but it also makes them persistent.
They are virtually Indlssolvable in water, and their effects
in ~he Hudson are felt lonE after their discharEe into the
river. PCBs also bioacc~z~ulate. They are highly soluable
in llplds (fats and oils), and therefore are in effect
attracted to organisms relatively high in lipid content.
They tend to remain suspended in water, attached to plankton
and other organisms, or they fall into the river sediment.
In either case, they pass into snails and o~her acquatlc
organisms, including fish, and’become stored in their
bodies, particularly in areas with high lipid content. The
siEnlficance of bloaccumulatlon is that the PCBs are accumulated in fish and other high lipid organisms to points far
higher than the PCB concentrations to which the organisms
are exposed. Experimental results introduced at the hearinE
showed, for example, that Fathead Mirmows accumulate A-1254
to a point 200,000 times greater than the concentrations in
which they are placed. Dep’t Exhibit 36, pp. 8-9. Dr. Veith
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estimated cha~ he bioacc~ulacion factor for A-1016 and
1242 in small fish would be about 50,000. This means chat,
in water ontaining 1 ppb PCB 1016/122, such a fish could
be expected co accumulate PCB 1016/1242 to a level of abouu
50 ppm. AcC,--ulatlon can also occur from PCBs in sediment.
Dr. Veich showed ~hac Fathead Minnows placed in a tank wlch
PCB-free w&cer, hut wlth Hudson River sedlmenc containing
166 ppm A-I016, accumulated a concentration of 109 ppm after
6 days. Dep’c Exhibit 1, pp. 18-19. Aquatic organisms
accumulate PCBs from sediments in direct proportion co the
PCB concentrations. Dep’t Exhiblc 25(1), p. 9 (Hanson).
Bioaocumula=ion occurs rapidly in fish, and then levels
off. The evidence shows chat when fish are exposed o a
constant concentration of PCBs, they accumulate the chemical
for about 20 uo 30 days, and then oncentration reaches a
"s=eady state." The steady-state concentration is directly
proporuional co the water concentration; if ~he concenuraclon
is increased, accumulauion resumes. See Tr. 599. The
evidence indlcaces ~hac the lesser chlorlnaued PCB homologs
bioconcenuraue to a lower degree than the higher chlorinated
homologs. This would mean, for example, chac A-1254 would
accumulate roa higher point than A-1016, making the former
more ~oxic in general. The difference in steady-state
levels among the Aroclors, however, is insigniflcan~ relative
to uhe high levels of accumulaulon in ~hem all. Dep’~ Exhibit 14,
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p. 16. Also, lower chlorina1:ed homologs ~end 1:o acc~nnula~e
faster ~hmn higher ones, because of ~heir relatively greater
solubillcy. Here again, however, the differences are relatlvely insisnificant (they all accumulate quickly) and would
matter only in special circumstances.
Fish also accumulate PCB8 ~hroush ~he food chain, by
means of biomaEniflcaulan. At each level of the food

chain.

organisms absorb the collected accumulations of PCBs in the
lower-level organisms. Fish are relatively hiEh on the
chain. Humans are higher. Consequently, PCB levels in fish
predicted on the basis of oncentration in water alone will
tend to understate the actual level of PCBs because of accumulation from sediment and by biomaEniflcation from the
food chain. Little wonder that fish were described by the
Chief of the Department’s Burea~ of Environmental Protection
as a "sink" for PCBs. Tr. 579 (3. SpaEnoli).
Due uo these characteris~isuics. PCBs have been observed ~o cause toxic effects in fish food, a variety of
es~arine organisms, fresh water fish, birds, rats, mink,
monkeys and humans. In one series of tests, for example,
populaulon growth of a ciliate protozoan was reduced siEnificenuly by exposure to I ppb A-1254; growth in
oysters was siEnificantly reduced after 25 weeks of exposure
to 5 ppb; various es~uarine shrimp were killed by exposure
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t:o 0.9, 1.4 and 4.0 ppb; a dose of 1.0 ppb was ler..hal aft:or
~o weeks ~o Longnose Killlflsh and 5.0 ppb was le=hal =o
Pinfish and Spot. Researehlrs observed s~rue~ural changes
in tissues of the oysters, fish and shrimp exposed ~o
A-1254, including abnormal invasion of leukocytes (whi~e
bioodeells), atrophy, abnormal cell dis~ribution, and the
formation of crys=alloids in ~he nuclei of shrimp digestive
glands. 2& PCBs were found in cuber experiments ~o be lethal
in low oncenL-cations to uhe wauer flea, scud and midge, all
imporuanu fish foods, as well as to the Fathead Minnow and
Flagfish; fish fry and eggs were foun~ particularly sus-

¢epc£b!e. 25
Time of exposure is an especially important factor in
asceruaiulnE the effects of PCBs. The LC-50 value for
24. D. E. Nimmo, et el., "Toxicity of Aroclor 1254 and its
Physiological Activity in Several Estuarine Organisms ,"
3 Archives of Env. Contamination and Toxicology 22 (1975);
Dep’t Exhibiu 24 (2). The authors speoulane thau the
crystalloid inclusions were possibly produced by a virus
because of PCB stress, and refer to another study indicating chat "PCB enhanced the pathogenic affects of hepatitis
virus in ducks." Id. 38, see H. Friend & D.O. Trainer,
"Polychlorinated blp-~henyl: ~nteraction with duck hepatitis
virus," 17 Science 1314 (1970). A table of the effects of
PCBs on various salt water organisms, as reflected in r_he
literature, prepared by Dr. David J. Hanson, is in Dep’t
Exhibit 26 (I)
25. A.V. Nebeker & F.A. Pugles, "Effect of Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs) on Survival and R~production of Daphnia,
Gauxaarus, and ~," 103 Transactions of the Am.
Fisheries Soc. 7Z2 C197~); A.V. Nebeker, et el., "Effec~
of Polyehlorinated Biphenyl Compounds on Survival and
Reproduction of the Fa~head Minnow and Flagflsh," 103
Transactions of ~he Am. Fisheries Soc. 562 (1974). Dep’~
Exhibit 37.
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A-1242 (~e concentration =ha= will kill 50% of the ces=
organisms) was calculated :o be 15 ppb for newly hatched
minnows in a 96-houz test, but after eight months all the
fish were killed at this level. Dep’t Exhibit 37(2),
p. 566. Rainbow urouc showed a decline in LC-50 values from
156 ppb A-1254 ar 5 days, to 8 ppb au I0 days. Dep’t Exhibit 19(5), p. 162, table 4. In an acute (short-term) test,
A-1254 was shown to be one-tenth as toxic as DDT ho shrimp,
in tha~ i00 ppb Aroclor 1254 was necessary to achieve the
same lethal effect (1007.) as I0 ppb DDT. But in a chronic
(longer-term), flowing water test, only 0.94 ppb A-1254 was
necessary to kill 5!7~ of all juvenile shrimp within 15 days,
and 3.5 ppb A-1254 killed 507. adult shrimp in the same
period. Dep’t Exhibit 24(5). A-1254 registered an LC-50 on
Rainbow Trou= of 156 ppb in 5 days; in Just five more days,
the LC-50 was 8 ppb. 26 Stress is another important variable.
The toxic effects of PCBs seem consistently greater when the
contaminated organism is under some form of stress, such as
a chanse in water temperature or in the process of reproducing.27

26. D.L. Stalling & F.L. Mayer, Jr., "Toxicities of PCBs to
Fish and Environmental Residues," Environmental Health
Perspectives, p. 162 (April 1972); Dep’t Exhibit 37 (8).
The authors found bioooncentration factors in fish of over
40,000 times exposure levels, and said that adverse effects
on reproduction may occur at 5 ppb or less. I d. 163.
27. Dep’t Exhibit 377 (2), p. 567 (flagfish exposed 40 days
to PCBs died when water temperaEure dropped 4eC.); Dep’t
Exhibit 37 (9), p. 13 (low dietary concentrations of PCBs
affect thyTold activity); Dep’~ ExhibiE 25, p..5 and
Exhibit 26 (14), p. 428 (shrimp exposed to sub lethal quantities of PCBs died when water salinity 8radually decreased
over 8 hour period); Dep’~ Exhiblu 5, p. 194 (Juvenile
shri=p exposed to PCBs died after moltlng).

i
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S~ud/4s of =he effects o2 PC~e on rats indicate chat,
at various levels, they affect reproduction, cause enlargemenu of the liver, interfere wi~h normal menabollsm, create
growths, some malignant, and can be lethal.28 Mink are especially sensitive eni1~als, and experiments demonsErate r.hat
a diet of a 30 ppm proporulonal mixture of A-1241, 1248 end
1254 is lethal, and levels of 3.57 ppm end 0.164 ppm A-1254
fed in the meat of cows placed on PCB dleus were determined
respectively co be lethal end embryotoxic at =he 1007. level.29

Dr. Renate K~nbrough, who has conducted or participated
28.
¯ in much of the existing research on this subject, testified
at the hearing. A dose of 20 ppm A-1254 enlarged the
livers of rats, affecclng the cytoplasm of liver cells a~.d
inducing dangerous metabolic activity. DepOt Exhibit 45,
pp. 3-4. An early study showed a ~mor in the bladder of
one rat, causing an intensive follow-up in which 200 Sherman
Strain rats were fed i00 ppm A-1260 for almost 21 months.
Of 184 experimental rats, 170 had abnormal or autonomous
fmaOWthS
on lesions).
their livers;
carcinomas
lignant
None26
ofwere
~he hepcocellular
173 control rats
had such
growuhs. Dr. Kimbrough concluded chat the PCB had eli=iced
a spectrum of response similar to established carcinogens.
K.D. Kimbrough et al. "Induction of Liver Tumors in Sherman
S~rain Femele Eats by Polychlorlnated Biphenyl Arc=lot 1260,"
in Dep’t Exhibit 45 (8) (unpublished paper), discussed in
Meeting Report, "Report of a Workshop on Classification of
Specific Hepa=ocellular Lesions in Re=s," 35 Cancer Research

3214 (Nov. 1975).
29.
Dr. Robert K. Ringer, who conducted and participated
in most existing research done regarding PCBs and mink,
testified that the experiments yielded similar symptoms:
impaired reproduction, internal bleeding, loss of appetite,
degeneration of the liver and ochers. See R.T. Aulerlch,
R.K. Ringer & S. lwamoto, "Reproductive Failure end Hor=ali~y
in Mink Fed on Great Lakes Fish." 19 J. Reprod. Fert. Suppl.
365 (1973), a s~udy caused by =he threat chat ccho salmon
diets posed for the mink renchin8 industry. The study relacing to cow mea= is N.S. Plauonow & L.H. Karstad, "Dietary
Effects of Polychlorinated Biphenyls on Mink," 37 Cen.J.
Camp. Med. 391 (1973), Dep’t Exhibit 44.
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The most dramatic - and tTagic - known evidence of PCB
toxicity is the so-called Yusho ("oil disease") incident. ~n
1968, an epidemic of a skin disease was reported in par~s of
Japan. Investigaulon proved it related to the consumption
of cooking oil contaminated with Kanechlor 400 (equ/valen=
to Aroclor 1248). A total of 1,291 reporned cases have been
counted as of April 1975. The affected individuals consumed
an average of 2 grams of the PCB, wi~h the minimt~ dose
estimated as 0.5 grams. The victims had a variety of symptoms, especially ache-like erupulons, pigmentation of skin,
increased eye disuharge, swelling of upper eyelids and weak~.ess. ~.Tiroe of --~-n babies da!ivered by preo~.~..an~_ vicu~.~_~s had
unusually g:ayish, dark-br~wn stained skin; most had increased
eye discharge and !ass-than-averaEe weight, indicating placental transport. Hany of ~he symptoms have continued to
the present in many vic=ims, indicatin8 the persistence of
PCBs in the human body. A report of 22 deaths of victims as
of September 13, 1973 indicates that 9 "were caused by
malignant neoplasms, suggesting a possible excess of deaths
from cancer," though more information is needed ~o test ~hat
hypothesis. 30

30. M. Kuratsune, at al., "Epldemiologic study on Yusho, a
Poisoning Caused by Inges=ion of Rice Oil Contamina=ed with
a Co-~erclal Brand of Polychlorlna=ed Biphenyls," Environmental Health Perspectives I19 (April 1972), Dep’= Exhi"
of the Recen~ Findings
hi= ~2(5); M. Kura~sune, e~ al., Some
Concerning Yusho," paper presented at Na~’l Conf. on PCBs,
Chicago, 111., Nov. 19-21, 1975 (GE Exhibit 31). The investigators also reported on a chick edema disease in weste~-n
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The Yusho inctden~ triggered further inves~igacions of
PCBs, including some involving Rhesus monkeys. An initial
study, in which monkeys were fed 300 ppm A-1248, led
within three to four weeks co their exhibiting symptoms
similar uo chose of Yusho victims: severe ache, swelling of
eyelids and loss of hair.

Many developed ulcers, and all

died within three months.

The same resul=s occurred when

monkeys were fed I00 ppm.

"A further study tested =he

effects of a diet of 25 ppm, and within one month the
primates e.~hibiced the symptoms of PCB intoxication.

After

two months they were removed from the diet to avoid unnecessary dea=h; one of six died of PCB poisoning ~o months
later, and ~he infants of chose who survived were less-thanaverage in weight and had detectable levels of PCBs in ~heir
tissue ac birth, which increased following nursin8 on their
mothers’ contaminated milk. Two years later, the animals

30. Con=inued.
Japan, caused by the same rice oil, in which over 400,000
chickens were repor=edly killed. Their livers were yellowish
and mot=led.
GE presented testimony concerning ~he recent discovery chac
the Kanechlor involved in the Yusho incident contained
polychlorinaced dibenzofurans (PCDFs), a highly toxic
chemical. Tr. 1774 (Dr. Golberg). This information is discussed by Dr. Kuracsune, et el. in chair 1975 paper above.
They find ~he evidence interesting and worth following up,
but provide no support for GE’s use of the data to tmdermlne
the fact ~hac PCBs were the principal causicive agenc in
Yusho. They note, for example, that evidence of the expected
effects of PCDFs on =he livers of deceased victims is lackinS, and they also speculate that the PCDFs, if indeed
present, may have been produced from ~he PCBs themselves when
used as a heac transfer agent or in cooking. GE Exhibit 31.
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continued to e:~hibit some of ~heir original symptoms, and
had detectable levels of PCBs in their ~issues. A third
st~Idy was initiated, involving a much lower dosage - 5.0 and
2.5 ppm A-1248 co ~wo sets of animals. Within ~wo months,
after consuming fTom 35 ~o 50 mg PCB, some of the female
monkeys began to ~exhiblt ~he typical sympcoms of PCB intoxication; at six mon=hs all the females were so affected.
Their menstrual cycles were "decidedly altered" after
consuming 60 to 120 mg PCB, and their reproductive capabilities were drastically lessened; only 5 of 8 on the 2.5 ppm
diet and ! of 8 on the 5 ppm diet had normal births, whereas
12 of 12 conUro! animals had normal births. The infants
were smaller than average, and con=ained PCBs; they accumulated more PCBs from their mothers’ milk and, within four
months, 3 of the 6 died of PCB poisoning. One female adult
on each diet also died, and the tissue and organs of both
were subsnantially altered, including widespread necrosis in
the liver. Males also exhibited symptoms, but less severe
ones, perhaps because their greater body weight provided
more fatEy tissue to snore PCBs.51

31. Dr, J.R. Allen, who conducted or participated in these
experiments, testified at the hearin8 that the levels chosen
for the most recent experiment were designed to cesn those
set by the FDA as tolerable limits for certain foods. Dep’t
Exhibit 41. He concluded (~_~d. 6-7):
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GE contends chat, whatever the toxicity of PCBs in
general, A-1016 is far less toxic than the mixtures used in
most experiments of PCB effects. A-I016 is said to be less
~oxlo, not because it contains a lower percentage of chlorine
than o~her PCBs, but because it contains a relatively low
proportion of PCB homologs wi~h 4 or more chlorine atoms.
For example, A-I016 contains only 17. homologs with 5
or more chlorines whereas A-12~2 contains 9~ of such
homologso A-1248 contains 407. and A-1254 contains 777..
Dep!t Exhibit 39, p. 7; GE Exhibit 13. The evidence
in general establishes that the higher homologs are
less biodegradable, chat chay bioaccumu!aue co higher
levels, and in par=icular that a PCB isomer wi~h A chlorines
(2, 5, 2’ , 5’ ~e~rachlorobiphenyl) may be metabolized into
highly toxic hydroxylated PCBs. Tr. 1782-1783 (Dr. Golberg).
Dr. Kimbrough also testified that, whereas homologs with 5

31.

Continued.
Our studies have demonstrated a striking similarity
bet~veen the signs and lesions produced by PCBs in
man and in nonhuman primates. As is the case with
man, we have found that the PCBs are extremely toxic
to nonhuman primates over a wide range of dosages.
Even a~ levels accepted in certain foods destined
for human consumption, PCBs are capable of producing
obvious skin changes wir/%in two months, and reproducuive abnormalities within four to six months. ~n
addition, it has been shown that PCBs transfer through
the placenta and are deposited in the fetus. Infants
born to exposed mothers are smaller than average and
show increasing tissue levels of PCBs following birth
due to the consumption of mothers’ milk uhau contains
relatively high levels of the compounds. Sufficient
PCBs were consumed via their mothers’ milk co cause
morbidity and mortality in infants.
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or more cklorines were carcinogenetic to rat livers, it was
not yet known whecher chose with 4 or less chlorines caused
such tumors. See Dep’t Exhibits 45 (6) and 46 (8), p. 14.
The evidence shows, however, that the relative toxicity
of PCBmixtures varies dependinEupon the organisms affected.
The lower homologs are more soluble than hi~her ones, and
_are therefore more available to, and more rapidly absorbed
by, fish swi~mllng in the water. Dep’~ Exhibit 15 (9);
Tr. 936-37. Furthermore, A-1016 has been observed to cause
effects similar to those caused by other mixtures in many
contexts. After a series of experiments designed specifically to test the toxicity of A-!016, because of its increased use, Dr. D.J. Hansen and his coauthors concluded
that "Aroclor 1016 is similar to ocher PCBs in its =oxlcity
to, and uptake and retention by estuarine animals." In a
chronic exposure (42 days), for example, Pinfish accumulated
5.1 ppm A-1016 in edible flesh and ll.O ppm in their whole
bodies. Most of those that died exhibited symptoms of
poisoning, including changed appearance and Behavior.
"Acute toxicitles of Aroclor 1016 to oysters, brown shrimp,
and pinfish," the researchers concluded, ’~ere similar to
that of Aroclor 1242 and Aroclor 1254 .... .32
SZ. O.J. Hansen, P.R. Parrish & J. Forester, "Aroclor 1016:
Toxicity to and Uptake by Estuarine Animals, 7 Env. Research
363 (1974) Dep’t Exhibit 26 (8). The authors refer to comparative studies of the other Aroclors. A subsequent study
showed that A I016 was much less toxic to SheeDshead Minnows
than A-1254, but the former was nevertheless lethal to adults

I
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The Department introduced through Dr. Alan V. Nebeker
data showing ~he effects on the water flea of PCB homologs
winh 3, 4 and 5 chlorines, =es~ed separauely. He found "nou
much difference in toxicity berween ~rlchlorobiphenyl and
~e~rachloroblphenyl homologs which suggests nhat m/x~ures
such as Aroclor 1016 and Aroclor 1242 would be similar in
toxlciry." Dep’t Exhibi= 36, p. 6. Further ~ests of the
relative toxicity of A-1242 and A-1016 on Rainbow Trou~ and

Bluegills made i~ "apparent" =hat ~heir ~oxici=y is "similar".33

52. Con=inued.
au 32 ppb. Dep’~ E~.hibi~ 26 (21). Fur~ermore, an experimen~ conducted au uhe Nauional Wauer Quali=y Laborauory in
Du!uuh, ~-in-nesc~.=-, shews a .~.rong si~i!ari~-y in ~.he !e~-ha!
effec=s of A-!0!6 and A-1242 on Fauhead ~’alinncws Fry. Dep’u
Exhibiu 37 (6).
l_~d.; Dep’= Exhibi= 37 (5):
Comparative toxicity of Aroclor 1242 and 1016,
based on data from the Fish-Pes=icide Lab. Colombia, Mo.,
t

’~’ ~

in continuous-flow exposures.

1242 (uztl)
Tes~
Organism

96 hr. LC50
values

LCb0 values
afuer-

Rainbow Trou= 67
109

i0 days= 39

Bluegill

15 days- 54

125
154

Io16
96 hr. LCb0
values

LCbO values
af=er-

I00 (sac fry) 17 days = 49
440. (2.5 g)
23 days = ii

46 (1.8 g)
" 420 (0.9 g)

35 days = 43
22 days - 14
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Other reliable and unchallenged data show that the toxlci~y
of PCBe to some species (including Catfish and Bluegills)~
can vary inversely with the percent of chlorines or high
homologs.34 Finally, the evidence =hat tetrachloroblphenyl
may be metabolized into an hydroxylated derivative is
inconclusive; A-1016 con=ains 21% =euraohlorobiphenyl, much
of which has the isomers that are suspected of being particularly ~oxic. 35

34. Intermit=ant-flow bioassays of A-1242, 1248 and 1254
resulted in 15-day LC-50 values in Bluegills of 54, 76 and
204 ppb respectively, and in Channel Catfish of 107, 127 and
741 ppb respectively. D.L. Stalling & F.L. Mayer, Jr., "Toxlcities of PCBs =o Fish and Envlronmenua! Residues," in Env.
Exhibit 37 (8). The same inverse correlation was observed by
Dr. Ringer in connection wi=h single doses given to mink. See
Dep’t Exhibit 43, p. 4; Tr. 1079.
35. Dr. Golberg testified for GE ~hat tetrachlorobiphenyl
isomers with chlorine atoms in the "4" position had "special
properties," apparently meaning =hey were potentially more
toxic than others. Tr. 1805-06. Dr. Stalling =esulfled
that four of six of the most abundant isomers in PCBs contain
chlorines in the "4" POSition.
An article coauthored by Dr. Golberg notes =hat "lower Chlorinated byphenyls .... are of special interest because their biological degradabili=y might lead to me=aboli=es of increased
toxicity." W. Greb, et al., "In Vitro Metabolism of Polychlorinated Biphenyls," 13 Bull. of Env. Contamination & Toxicology
424 (1975); Dep’t Exhibit 61. See also Dep’u Exhibits 60 & 62.
Dr. Allen identified 2, 5, 2’, 5’ ~etrachlorobiphenyl as capable of altering DNA and RNA, and therefore as linked with
muuagenic, carcinogenic and necrogenic effects. Dep’t
Exhibit 41, p. 6; Tr. 1047.
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Even if A-I016 is less toxic ~o some fish ~han onher
Aroclors, chat face fails co help GE in this case. The
sediment, water and fish of Ehe Hudson downstream of GE’s
plancs are conuaminaced wi~h subs~anuial quantities of
A-1242 and 1254, which have a conclnuing effect on livin~
organisms in uhe river. Dep’u Exhibit 5, p. 1920 (sediment
heavily con~aminaced). The evidence shows thau GE has in
prior years purchased and used large quantities of higher
chlorinated Aroclors. 36

Dr. Simons testified thau he began

planning PCB aba=ement s=eps in 1972. There is every reason
=o believe, =herefore, ~hat GE discharged higher chlorinated
PCB wastes into =he Hudson uhroughou= =he =ime =he company
was using those produc=s. Assuming that subs=anuial quan=iKies of uhe higher chlorina=ed PCBs were discharged by
persons or companies other uhan GE (of which =here is no

36. Dep’=’E~ibic 6, reflects GE’s purchases from Monsan=o
since 1966;

Years

Lbs. in
thousands
TOTAL

1975 (Jan-Sep=) 4162
74
8729
73
9653
72
7901
71
5561
70
9682
69
8323
68
9939
67
9496
66
8767

1016
4146
8699
9234
7881
1324

Aroclor
12E~----I~21

384
4223
9589
8219
9839
9395
8667

1254

16
30
35
20
14
93’
i04
i00
I01
i00
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proof), GE’s discharges of A-Z016 are added co the PCBs
already present and uherefore have a greauer toxic effect
chan uhey otherwise would have. For che same reason, ic
matters noc ac all chac some of uhe PCBs were discharged
more chart r/tree years before the complainc in chis case,
when GE claims uhe sua~uce of limitations began co run,37 or
before March 24, 1974, when the definition of Class D waters
was amended co include fishing as a best usage. The higher
PCBs conuinue co have an effect -- continue co con~aminaue
and pollute -- and the toxicity of the more recent discharges muse be Judged along with the PCBs already presenc,
especially.

. since GE is responsible for

their’ : presence.

Count~.ng in the effaces of all existing PCB mixtures in
Judging GE’s liability is especially necessary, since the
record indicates cha= mixtures of A-lOi6 and higher chlorlna=ed Aroclors are more oxio char the combined measures of
chair individual coxiciuies. See Dep’c Exhibit 45, p. 5;
Dep’u Exhibit 37 (i),pp./723-24, 726. Finally, ic is entirely possible uhac A-1254 has been discharged by GE in the

37. tNRDC aries Chac the applicable scacuce of limitations
is CPLR 213(5), which allows the state co sue for misappropriauion of public property eiuher within six years from the
uime the cause of accion accrues or wichin two years of r.he
State’s discovery of the faces, whichever is later. GE’s
discharges during uhe last uhree years violaue ECL 17-0501,
so no need arises co decide uhis question.
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very recen~ past, because of accumulations in pipes, some of
which have been moved in GE’s aba~emen~ efforts. See
Tr. 1279.

D.

Vi01a~ions of ECL 17-0501 and 17-0511
GE has violated ECL 17-0501 and 17-0511, as charged, by

causing or conrrlbutinE uo a condlulon in conEraventlon of
the water quali~y standards adopted pursuant to ECL 17-0301.
Two separane standards have been violated: GE has discharged wastes injurious to fish; and the company’s conduct
has caused and contributed uo the impairmenn of a pro=acted
usa=~e of the wa=srs - .=~
i. Injury to fish
GE argues tha~ the =exit wastes discharged have not
been show~ to injure fish in ~ha~ ~he evidence relied upon
is largely based on laboratory tests concerning organisms
other ~han species of fish found in the Hudson; no fish have
been shown to have been directly affected; and GE in any
even= has brought its dlscharses to ~he point where no
violation is conuinuinE, making inappropriate the imposition
of any penal~y, including an injunction.
The arEument against laboratory nesting is inconsistent
with the best scientific practice. Dr. Donald I. Mount,
Director of the Environmental Protection Agency’s National
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Water Quallcy Laboratory in Duluuh, Minnesota, commenced
generally uhau the resulus of laborauory toxicity work with
fish or other organisms correlated within a factor of two
to condi=ions actually found in the field. Tr. 964-66.
Dr. Lauer testified for GE that the most accurate way of
de~ermlnlng toxicity to fish was through controlled experiments, rather than by examining individual Hudson River
fish. Tr. 1635. Dr. Golberg’s observation that care must be
exercised in uests because fish foods often con=ain concaminants is a well =aken generality, buc the evidence
clearly shows that the scientists who testified, and whose
findings ~Tere in=roduced, exercised adequate care in this
regard. GE has voiced no challenge agains~ any laboratory
test in evidence on this or any other substantive ground.
Reliance by the Deparc~nent on evidence concerning
organisms and animals other than species of Hudson River
fish is also proper. See, ~ S~/n~he=ic Organic Chem.
Manufacturers Ass___~ v__u. Brenna_______~n, 503 F. 2d i155, 1160-61 (3d
cir. 1974) (upholding use of tests showing carcinogenic
effec=s of ethyleneimine in rats and mice to show potential
effeeus on men); Environmental Defense Fund v. EP__~A, 489 F.
2d 1247, 1253-54 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (reliance on general de=a,
laboratory experiments on animals, etc. sufficient basis to
prohibiu uses of DDT concerning which no specific evidence
was presented). ~lany experiments involved fish, some that
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are found in the Hudson. O~hers involved creatures similar
uo nhose found in the Hudson and others used animals or
organisms available i~ sufficien~ numbers and conventionally
used to ues~ for uoxic effects. The ranse of PCB effecus
was such, tesuified Dr. Mount, that tests involving a variety
of organisms was appropriaue, and values concerninE salt
water species, for exsmple, would be predictive of effects
in fresh water species. Tr. 968-69. To uhe exuent some
creatures were especially sensitive, as mink are, or particularly reslscenc, as rats may be, the evidence of their
reactions may be given less or more weighu but is admissible
and probative. See ~enerally Jud~e Levencha!’s instructive
discussion upholding an extrapcla=ion of cha e_:ects of
aldrin/dieldrin "from mice to men," Environmental Defense
Fun___dd v_=. EPA, 1292, 1298-99 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
The record contains ample evidence from which an inference may be drawn that GE has discharged PCBs in quantiuies
injurious ~o fish. The natllre of this case makes it unnecessary than the Department prove tha~ specific fish were
directly affected or, as GE puts i~, whau "acuually" cook
place no~ what "could" or "might" have taken place. GE
Brief 29. ECL 17-0301 sees a wauer quality suandard, and is
par~ of a plan adopted in part to avoid the riEidi~ies of.
the law aimed at punishing for harm done to identifiable
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fish. See discussion supra, pp. 27-32. The experimental
resulus in evldence show that fish, among other living
things, have suffered ~oxic effects from PCB exposures
equal uo or lower uhan those uo which fish taken from the
Hudson were subJec=ed.38
In this regard, no weight need be given uo the FDA
tolerance limi~ of 5 ppm for the edible portion of fish.
Than standard is desiEned to protecE consumers of fish, not
the fish themselves, lu would appear, on the one hand, that
PCB levels of 5 ppm in fish may no= be harmful to the fish
themselves. Imporuant variables would have to be weighed,
includin~ at wha= places in the fish the PCBs are located,
and how sensiuive is =he particular species. On uhe o=her
hand, when injury to fish is the relevant inquiry, =he
edible portions are far less siEnificant than other areas
and organs, such as ~he liver. The record shows tha= concentrations in the non-edible pot=ions of fish are onsisuently higher =han in =he edible portions, and than =he nonedible parts include vital organs. See Tr. 1625-29. An

38. Sea the sources cited in footnotes 24-32, ~, particularly the low dosage Khesus monkey experiments.
Dr. Nebeker tesuified that concentrations as low as 1.5 pp5
PCBs kill or retard the growth and reproduction of Minnows,
Flagfish and mosquito larvae. Dep’t Exhibit 36, p. 9.
Dr. Ninnno and others found A-1254 toxic uo shrimp in the I ppb
range. Dep’t Exhibit 24(5), p. 197. Wa=er concenuration near
the GE plants ranged from 1.3 to 3.0 ppb A-1016 be=wean
December 1974 and August 1975. Dr. Stalling referred in 1972
~o the fact that residues of 500-600 ppm were associated with
fish moruali~y in chronic continuous flow exposures. Dep’t
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ample basis is ~herafore present in uhe record ~o subs~anniate the unrebunued ~escimony of Dr. David L. S~alling
r~ac, "from whau we know about the response uo levels, certainly the concentrations in the fish exceeding ~he 100
micrograms per gram [par~s per mil~ion] would have a very
marked decreased chance for survival if mortality had noc
already occurred." Tr. 673. Applying GE’s proposed test
for proof by clrcumstan~ial evidence (even =hough in ~his
context the evidence is scienuific ra~her ~han based cn
Unverifiable observation or speculation), ~he circumstances
¯ are indeed such "as to lead fairly and reasonably uo =he
conclusion sough= to be es=ablished and to exclude any cuber
hypouhesis fairly and reasonably." Rupper~ v. Brooklyn
Hei~h=s R.R. Co., 154 N.Y. 90, 93 (1897). The hypo=hesis of
non-injury has been fairly and reasonably excluded.
GE would have this charge dismissed on ~he ground tha~
it is now complying wi~h ~he law. Ins arEumenu is bouh
factually and legally unsound. The Depar~nenu and NRDC
demons=tans in =heir briefs nha~, even au present discharge
levels, soma fish will bioconcenuraue PCBs uo a level in

38.’"Continued.
Exhibit 19(5), p. 163. Hudson River fish were found with
levels =his high, and it is safe ~o assume =hat even higher
levels have been reached in fish =ha~ were killed, and ~ha~
same fish with lower concentrations were injured.
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excess of 5 ppm from ~ water alone. GE’s computations
completely exclude, furthermore, the very substantial PCB
contanLination of sediment, which ~he evidence shows leads to
fish contamination swiftly and to very hish levels.39 GE
also characterizes as "anomolous" some substantial discharges
r/mu have occurred since Septembe~ 1975 because of heavy
rain or because of work associated wi~h abatement efforts,
such as movin8 contaminated pipes. The ELL may allow or
even requ/re the Department uo disregard discharges caused
by an "act of God" or o~her ~ulcont-collable factors in
considering GE’s activities, but the relevant section does
not exempt GE from its o:~ negligence or wilfullness. See
ECL 71-1935. The PCBs cannot be attributed to God, only =o

3~. Dep’t
Dr. Veluh
in a tank
the water

Exhibit 15 (28), contains the experiment run by
on thd effect of Hudson River sediments on fish
wi~h the sediment, as well as in a tank with Just
overflow from the first tank:

Concentration of PCB’s in Fathead Minnows
After 6 Days in Lake Superior Water and Hudson River Sediments
Sample

Number of
Fish

PCBs (ug/Em)
as Aroclor 1016

6 Days in Tank Containing
Hudson River Sedimenta
6 Days in Tank EeceivingankbT
Overflow from Sediment

6

Control Fish (Lake Superior

Water)

6

a Sedlmen= contained i16 ug/gm (dry weight basis) Aroclor 1016
b Estimated PCB’s in tank B water was 0.45 ug/l (as Aroclor 1016)
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GE; and He has provided heavy rains an sufficiently regularly intervals =o have made predlc=able =hose =hat drained
PCBs from =he land around GE’s plan=s. GE’s abatemen=
aetivi=ies are commendable, but GE made them necessary and
is responsible for consequences that could be expected to
occur. There is no reason, moreover, =o consider only GE’s
discharge rare after chls sult was brough=. GE is responsible for all its discharges for a= least the three years
preceding =he complain=, =he period covered by =he s=a~u=e
of limi=a~ions the company contends is applicable. C~LR 21A
(2).
~ne =heory on which GE argues in effect ~ha= i=s unlawful conduct should go unremedied is ~ha= no injunction may
be issued =o require a level of discharge ~ha= has already
been achieved. This is simply incorrect, The Department is
nou required to accept GE’s represen=ations - mainly unsupporued and equlvoca140 - as a subsui~uue for an order

40. When GE received i=s NPDES permi= on Dec. 31, 1974, =he
maximum daily discharge of PCBs was se= a= 100 grams =o be
achieved by May 31, 1977. GE filed wi=h EPA a reques= for
an adJudlcatoryhearing on ~his effluen= limi=a=ion - in
effect staying its applicability un=il =he ques=ion was
lltigated. GE Exhibit 17. Since filing =he requesu, on
the basis of "new experimental dare," GE conten~s =ha= an
abatement system can be designed =ha= will keep the PCB
daily discharge below =he I00 gram level. Tr. 1144. In
addition GE contends =ha=, bur for =he uncerrainty presented by =he PCB limi= =hat may be imposed in =his proceedinE, uhey are now prepared ~o withdraw their hearing
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requlocins discharges au a lawful level. Furthermore, while
GE’s p:cmtsed ~scha~:Se :a:e of 100 stems per day may be
lawful if r.he use of PCBs is commerclally necessary, :he
Depar~enm is enmi~led co amme~,pu mo show r.ham adequame
substitutes are available. Nor is the Department p=ecluded
by any equitable principle from auuempEing mo requi~e GE =o
take sceps mo =ectlfy its prlor vlolacions. Howeve= neslisen= the Depar~menm may have bean in granmlng GE a per~ic co
dlscharse those large amounms, the permim and che ECL
required GE to conform its effluent to s~eam classification
8.
standards. This proceeding is designed ~o pro~ect public

40. Conclnued.
request. DE. Modan, responsible for "scopinE" uhe ureaumane sysmem, tesuifled ~ha~, based ou his engineering
Jud~nen~, ~he bench scale studies of mhe system indicate
Eha~ ~he 100 gram daily maximum is achievable. IT. I~05."
These s~ies and ocher material developed in connecmion
with ~his syst~ have nora yeu been seen by ~he Hea~Ing
Officer or ~he o~her parcies, aluhou~h chelr p=oduculon was
promised. Tr. 1321-22. Neither had GE wluhdra~n its
=equesm for a hearing am EPA on ~he i00 gram level as of
Januar7 ~976. Elec~rolux Corp. v. Valwormh Inc., 6 N.Y. 2d
556, 190 N.Y.S. 24 997 (1959), and other similar.cases are
disuinsuishable, given uhese faces as well as GE’s onuinuin~ discharges and the cen~inuin8 effecus of i~s past
discharges.
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2.

~m~-4-~-~ of best usage - recreac±onal fishing.
The ECL and its tabulations are also violated by dis"

charges chac cause or eon~ribu~@ co an impairment of recreational fishing. A violation of water standards sufficient
Co injure fish would ordinarily seem Co impair fishing.
This is ~ here, since GE’s discharges are ac least
"con~ibutlns" CO a condition in which fishing is impaired.
The proscriptions do noc entirely overlap, however, since
fishing may he impaired even uhough fish have noC Been inJured in the sense legally required.
Recreaclonal fishing is impaired When fish, uhough
healthy enough =o survive, are danserous ~o use as food. GE
arsued a= che hearing uha~ rscreauional fishing does noc
require fish ~hau are edible. Tr. 986-93. This may be ~rue
as a mauler of abs~racn cheory, bu~ in reality recreacional
fisherman frequenuly consume che fish they catch, as the
uesrlmony shows. Tr. 1875, 1880-81 (J. PickeuU); Tr. 1885
(E. Nash). Fishing in ohm Hudson has in face Been Ereauly
reduced since Commissioner Ogden Reid informed the public of
PCB oncaminanion, Tr. 1870-73, 1879, 1886, which demons~races t:hac uhe acuivit7 is undertaken by some only if uhe
fish they hops Co catch can safely Be eanen. The regulations ~hemselves contemplate fish consumption by prohiBiuing
the discharge of substances chaU adversely affect the
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"flavor, color and odor" of fish. 6 ,T/CRR 701.5. The
regulations were therefore intended to protect =he fishing
activities of fish eating anglers as well as those who catch
fish purely for spore.
Hudson Eiver fish have bean rendered inedible by GE’s
PCB discharges. The Depar~nent properly relies in proving
this facu in p~u upon the FDA’s uemporary tolerance llmiu
of 5 ppm for uhe edible pot=ion o£ fish. Dr. Kolbye cesclfled chat the FDA derived Its present standard co a large
extent from the Yusho incident, in which uhe victims "received an exposure of approximately L-~o grams of PCBs,
which is crans!a=ed to 2,000 milli=~rams of PCBs." He said
=he FDA en~loyed a safety factor of i0, and therefore estimated that human beings could tolerate "without adverse
effects on health ... roughly 200 milligrams spread out over
1,000 days .... " Tr. 993. In adopting =his standard during
September 1971, uhe FDA contmnplated chau consumption o£
PCBs would caper off and cease after I000 days, as PCB
discharges were reduced or eliminated. It recognized chac
exposures over a longer period would enhance =he possibility
of oxic effects. Dep’c Exhibit 39, p. ~. The standard
promulgated by FDA oncernin8 fish was unchallenged 5y any
parry when issued, and was not meaningfully attacked by GE
in this proceeding. Dr. Kolbye said the standard is under
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review in llghu of new evidence of PCBs carcinogenic effec=s
and of iue onninued persistence in =he environment ac high
levels. Tr. 1023-24. His conclusion regarding Hudson River
fish was unambiguous. "The FDA is extremely concerned about
che problem of PCB’s in Hudson River fish," he testified,
"since the regular ingestion of fish ontaining PCBs above
5 ppm represenus a pouancial public health problem wi=h
unknown long range consequences." Exhibit 39, p. 10. A
single 200 gram meal of fish con=aining i00 ppm PCBs,
according =o his estimaces, would resulu in =he ingestion of
20 mg. PCBs, or i0~ of =he total 1000 day exposure deemed
colerab!e for adul=s, and 40~ of =he co=al aliowable exgosure
(50 rag) for children. See l_dd. 9. Significantly, =he
average PCB conuenU of fish sampled by GE downstream of i=s
planus was 94.66 ppm in chair edible flesh, which excluded
the PCBs in their skin. A single, 200 gram meal of =he eel
=apcured by =he Depar~menu au S~illwa=er and found uo
=on=ain 559.25 ppm PCBs in i=s edible parus would concamlnaue an adul~ wiuh over 507. of =he FDA estimated lifetime
llmi=, and a child wluh 200~ of i=s allowable lifeclme
exposure.
" Any doub=s raised by =he evidence in chls record concerning the FDA scandard indicate =ha= i= is dangerously low
rather uhan high. The FDA relied on an estimate of PCB
onsume=ion by Yusho viccims of 2 grams. The published
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analysis of ~he incldenu by members of =he suudy group uha~
examined i~s consequences reports, however, ~het 2 grams was
=ha averse consumption. The same report es~imateS ~hat =he
minimum consumed by a "patient" was .5 grams, or 500 milli=cams PCBs, Horeoveu~, =he average consumption of oll by
Yusho victims was 800 ml, but =he researchers found ~ha~
"the a=tack ra~e" for consumers of less ~han 720 ml of o11
was 88~; for those who consumed over 720 ml oil, chat a~tack
raue was 1007.. Finally, while the Yusho resulus find a
surong correlation between amoun= of PCBs consumed and
clinical severity, iu is Impor=anu co no~e uhau 38.7~ of
:hcse ,.~ho cc~.s~--~,-~ed lass ~h~n 720 ul oil cont~_acued "severe"
as opposed co "light" cases of pci.soning. H. Kur£usune e~
el., ~, pp. 123-25. It is clear, ~herefore, =ha= =he
ten-fold margin of safety adopued by FDA is based on a
s~atls~ical average, and affords much less uhan =an-fold
prouaculon c0 Jus= abou= half =he pouen=ial vic=ims, many of
whom are likely ~o suffer severe au=acks. And =he =an-fold
safety facuor appears i’=self co be far lower =hen safe=y
factors adopued in ouher, similar contexts. 41

41. See Society of Plastics Ind. v. OSHA,-509 F. 2d 1301,
1308 (2d Cir. 1975) (=esclmony by Dr. Kraybill of the Na=’l
Cancer Inscicuce =ha= a 50-fold suandard was insufficien=
for the highly =oxic carcinogen vinyl chloride, since a
100-fold margin was used for non, carcinogens).
The history of vinyl chloride regulation is generally instructive. Evidence of its toxic effects led Dew Chemical
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GE’s a~gmnen= =ha= £= is now in ompliance wi=h =he ECL
has been deal= with above. The con=en=ion is par=icularly
inappropriate in onnac=ion with =he impairment of fishing.
Fishing has been a protected use in Class D waters since
March 24, 197#. Furuhermore, fishing was a protected use in
Clas8 A and B wauars long before then, and the waters into
which GE has discharged PCBs flows into Class A and B waters.42

41. Continued.
Company to recommend a maximum exposure to workers of
50 ppm. The Industry refused to give up its 500 ppm standard then, and even as further evidence of carcinogenlci=y
accumulated, partly on the ground =ha= ex~rapolacions from
experiments involving rats was improper. By 1972, when the
Indusury agreed uo finance a study, =he firs= deaths of
American workers due co V~.[ exposure were recorded. By 1974,
uhirueen ~¢orka=s had been Ici!isd. :,’o sooner had =ha ~edera!
government been led =o adopt =he 50 ppm standard =hen evidence escablish’ed £u was =oo high. Afuer a hearing before
an adminisurauive judge, a standard of 1 ppm was proposed,
wluh some variance allowed. Industry prouesued the standard
was unnecessary and infeasible. The D.C. Circuit upheld
the suandard, however, no=inS that no "safe" levels had
been established, that human lives were at stake, and chat
experience had shown that the industry had greatly underestimaued its technological capacity uo reduce exposure
levels. 509 F. 2d at 1308-10.
The present case also involves a carcinogen of unknown
potential effecus, and human health is a= stake. GE has
managed =o reduce discharges from a daily average of 30 ibs.
to a projected daily maxim~ of 100 grams, once its resources were m~rned to coping with the problem. Some 49 GE
employees between 1960 and 1975 were diagnosed as having
developed chloracne or dermatitis reactions from PCB contact. Another 16 reported nausea, dizziness and eye and
nasal irritations. Dep’ =Exhibi= 48. Follow up studies
are obviously called for.
42. See 6 NYCRE Set=ion 701.4. The Hudson River from
Ban=an Kill to Lock 3 is designated Class B; from Lock 2
to the Confluence of =he Mohawk iu is designated Class A.
The Lower Hudson from Coxsackle ~o Chelsea is Class A and
from Chelsea south to Westches=er and Rockland County is
Class B. Dep’t Exhibit 11.
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The act requires that GE be found liable for impairing uhac
protected use, and ordered mo cease conuribuming to the
condition it has caused.

E.

Allesed Violation of ECL 11-0503
The Deper~menc claims GE has violaued ECL 11-0503(1) by

dlschaEsing a poisonous or deleterious substance into a
public water in quantiEles "injurious" to fish or wildlife,
or to the propagauion of fish or protected wildlife. The
evidence char proves a violauion of ECL 17-0501 and 17-0511,
~he Department contends, likewise proves a violation of ECL

II-0503~I). Furuher, it offers proof char mink reside in
~he Hudson River basin, and ~hat uhey are wildlife that
would be injured and whose propagation would be adversely
affected if they consumed fish with uhe quantities of PCSs
shown to exist in the river.
ECL !1-0503(1) is, however, very different in backEround and purpose than ECL 17-0501 and 17-0511. The former
has nineteenth century roots, and is an isolated provision
aimed specifically at protecting fish and wildlife. The
latter are relaEively modern parts of an overall systmn of
water classification~ As we have seen, uhe water classification
program was adopted pursuant to a committee recou~enda~ion

I
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baaed in pa~= on the narrow scope of ECL ii-0503(I). The
commiutee’s pezception of the staEute, as requiring proof of
injury by a specific substance on a particular occasion, is
hardly entitled to bindlng weight. But a relatively narrow
purpose for the provision is also s~ongly suggested by ECL
71-0925(5), which states that "any act" in violation of ECL

11-0503(i) may be punished by a fine of from $500 uo $I,000
"for each offense and an additional penalty of ten dollars
for each fish killed in violation thereof .... " The sua~ute
seems aimed at specific, identifiable "acts" and offenses"
that injure or kill fish.
A further charaoueristic of ECL 11-0503(1) is that its
viola=ion is punishable (and apparenuly in =he case of wildlife musu be punished) as a misdemeanor. ECL 71-0919 incorporaues by reference this penal remedy in ECL 71-0921(d),
and the punlshmen= for each offense is up to a $500 fine and
I year imprisonment, ECL 71-0921(3)(a). Thus, ECL 11-0503(i)
seems aimed, no= only at episodes of uoxic discharge, bun
also wilful or grossly negligent episodes, where severe
penalties are appropriate. The potential unfairness is
compounded By the fact that ECL 110503(I)makes it unlawful
adversely to affect the reproduction of fish or wildlife,
whereas the water classification reEulatlons specifically
provide uhau Class D waters need not be suitable for reproduetion. 6 NYCRR 701.4.

II
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~"a conduce is noc che sore asainsc which ECL 11-0503
was ;ciccan. The company engaged Ln a conc~uing practice,
in which dlscharses ac any particular rime or day have noc
been shown in themselves Co be injurious co fish or wildllfe. Unlike ECL 17-0501, moreover, under ECL 11-0503 GE’s
inslscanc, chac injury ~o specific fish be shown has conslderable meriu. GE’s accivlcles were in addirlon revealed
co che relevanu scare and federal asencies. The’company
may have acted acics own risk, buu its conduct could hardly
be characterized as wilful in che criminal sense. Circumstances may arise where ECL 11-0503 should be applied aluhou~h no s~ecifi¢ fish ~ 5e idenuified as inJuIed, and
even in conjunction wi~h. ECL 17-0501, buc the present case does
noc fir ~he anuicipated pattern. Cf. People v. Consolidaued
Ed. Co., 34 N.Y. 2d 646, 355 N.Y.S. 2d 379 (1974).
The Depar~menu has shown injury co fish, bur nou in a
conuexu co which ECL 11-0503 should be applied. As Co che
proof concerning wildlife, the Departmenu’s case, as GE properly notes, is based encirely upon hearsay evidence. A
Department witness testified char he had read books scaring
chau mink exlsced in che Hudson River basin, and that unidenulfied citizens of unascercained expercise had reported
sighuing mink. This is nor only hearsay, bur hearsay of unproven reliabillty. Even if believed, lu would prove only
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Chac mink existed, in unknown qua=cities, in a very larse
area encompassiuS ,.any thousands of potential good sources
ocher chart =he Hudson River. An inference of injury cannot:
as readily be drawn in ~hls context as in uhe case of fish,
esslmuially ~rapped in =he PC3 concamlnaced waters, and ac=ually shown Co have absorbed PCBs in quan~icles demons~Tably
hiEh enoush Co be injurious Co ~hemselves and pocanclally Co
=beLT co=stoners. The allegation muau be dismissed as Inappropriate and unproven.

Ill. 0u=sTandin~ Remedial Issues
The Dapar~.--n= has proven vlola=ious of ECL 17;0501 and
17-0511. Ic has also shown itself entitled a= =he very least
To an order requiring GE uo reduce its PCB discharges To a
lawful level. WheTher =he levels GE represents iC has and
can aTTain are lawful is only =ha first of several issues
=o be examined when This proceeding reoonvenes. Ocher
issues include:
The excan~ to which GE should be ordered to rectify ~he effects of its prior discharges, including
whether any practicable and environmentally safe
me=hod exists or can ha devised Co remove PCBs
from ~he river boccom, and =he expected duration
and extent of PCB contamlnarion if no remedial
sceps are taken;

4
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The extent to which GE should be requlred to
Emmove PCB-oontmninated earuh and equipment
from around its plancs, and the manner in which
uhis operauion should be conducted;

w

The existence of subs~i~uces for PCBs, inclUding
chair adequacy and environmental acceptabili~y;

t

Whether GE is presently utilizing proper care
in i~s manufacturing and sales processes uo avoid
PCB contamination, including whac controls GE has
£n effect if any to insure that PCB-impregnated
equlpmanu is not being permitted to become a
hazard co the envlronmen~ after use; and

o

Whether the sysuem of supervision proposed by the
Deparcmenu would be lawful and adequate, paruicularly ~he legality and necessity for a bond as
requested.

An aspect of all chess questions is the cost involved
in proceeding in one way or another. The Department of
Commerce will hopefully provide assistance in this regard~
by analyzing the coscs of alternatives. The Department of
Commerce should, in this connection, note cha~ the extreme
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p:oep~:: of closi=l do~ GE’s planes h~s no= been susgesced
by any paEcy as w~TanCed o: necessary; ~he DepaE=menc and
NEDC have h~l~=atofo=a relied i= advota~i~ a zero PCB d~Lscha~ge on ~hai~ claims uhac adequate al=ernacives exis=.
TheJe are com~llcated ma~e~s uham will =equi~e ~echn~al F~oof. The Depa=~men: will have =o 80 forward on
=hue issues. GE is he=eb7 ordexed, howeve:, ~o p~ovide the
par:lea and :he Kea:~g Officer, within owe weeks of ~he
date of =his opinion, wiuh as comprehensive as possible a
description of i~s ~resenc abatement+ plans. The hearing
should proceed wi~h a full appreciation for wha~ GE is
.z.-=.pa_-ad :c accc~llsh :¢±:hcu= ¢cupu!s!on. The Depar~--=-r,"s~cui= ~ i.~-~
-" - ~..- uaruias =-~ s~on as po~sibia when
be .prepared uo prese~c its proof. Af=er the for~hcomins
h~iu~, a p:oposed order will be prepared and subminued co
r.he Commissioner, conualning all r.he flndin~s made and
onclusions drawn at bouh paros of =his pruceedln~. Meanwhile, uhis opinion shall cousci=uue =he incarim findings
and conclusions on GE’s liability.

Dace

, i

Febz~.a~r 9, 1976

